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ABSTRACT 

CoMill~Tcial magnesium oxide powders have been examined before and 

after electTofusion and subsequent stages of the manufacturing p:Loc~ss 

to evaluate the effect of these stages on the impurity content. 

Particular emphasis has been paid to the identification of magnetic 

phases as some of these have been found to have deleterious effects on 

the insulating properties of the powder uhich is widely used 0 as 

vvelectrical grade magnesiavv as the refractory dielectric fill~r in 

heating elements. 

X-ray diffractometry was used for structural phase analysis 

supplemented by energy dispersive analysis by X-rays to aid 

interpretation of the more complex X-Yay diffraction X"esults. Iron, 

magnesioferrite, manganese oxid~. aluminium silicate 0 iron II oxide (and 

many other impurities at less than 2~ abundance) were detected. 

Reference standards were also obtained from powdered doped MgO single 

crystals of known composition. Measurements of magnetic 

susceptibility • made with a Gouy magnetometer • showed that during the 

fusion stage of the commercial process. the magnetic impurities diffused 

towards the centre of the melt, accumulating in a distinct band bounded 

=2 -3 on either side by less magnetic material, (K ~ + 450 J T m for the 

former. K ~ + 50 J T-3 m-3 for the latter compared with -20 J T-2 m-3 

for pure MgO). Control experiments were made on heat treated Fe/MgO, 

obtained from ground single crystals o to establish details of the 

formation and properties of the magnesia-ferrite phase precipitated in 

the MgO matrix. These studies also established that in the commercial 

powders the annealing type heat treatment increased the susceptibility 

of the resultant material whilst the quenching-type heat treatment and 

especially the magnetic separation stages reduced it. 
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Electron Spin Resonance spectra of the commercial samples sh~ed & 

broad line (80 mT, g ;; 2. 00) superimposed on the isolated ion lines for 

cr3+ and Mn
2+. No evidenc~ of Fe3+ transi~ions ~as observed. Comparison 

~ith singl<a crystal reference spectra for Fe/MgO, Cr /MgO and Mn/MgO 

shoW-ed that the broad line was very similar to that seen for heat 

treated Fe/MgO, especially as regards its dependence on iron 

concentration and heat treatment. Further studies using the Gouy 

Magnetometer confirmed that the magnetic phases present in the 

commercial powders were not purely paramagnetic and strongly indicated, 

in support of the ESR data, that superparamagnetic or ferrimagnetic 

phenomena Bere involved. 

A review is given of measurements and data on the dielectric 

properties and conductivity mechanisms in MgO, Fe/MgO and Cr/MgO and 

some suggestions are made for future work. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnesium oxide is a material whose properties make it attractive 

in at least three rather distinct senses. first in its own right. as an 

engineering material. secondly as a constituent used in the preparation 

of other materials. and thirdly as a IDedium in which many of the 

phenomena and problems of solid state physics and chemistry may be 

encountered and studied. Direct applications of magnesium oxide have 

for many years included its use as the insulator in heating elements • 

(Niedhart and Scheider. 1.1). ehere the combination of good electrical 

insulation properties at high temperatures and the favourable flow 

characteristics of the powdered material cannot easily be matched by any 

alternative material ; over the past three decades its uses have been 

extended to the nuclear power industry which may impose the additional 

requirement of compatibility with radiation conditions. From the second 

point of view one may mention the use of magnesia in glass manufacture. 

where one of the most important groups of glasses are those based on the 

magnesia - alumina - silica glass forming system. leading for example to 

the more specialised groups of cordierite glasses and glass-ceramics for 

electronic insulators and dielectrics. In this area the amount of 

magnesia added is high. as it is a major constituent of the glass. In 

other engineering materials. particularly those formed by sintering or 

hot-pressing. e.g. silicon nitride or the sialons. a small amount of 

magnesia may be added to facilitate densificmtion. leading to increased 

strength of the product. In the third sense. that of examining physical 

phenomena. magnesium oxide owes some of its attractiveness to the facts 
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that it can be obtained in good quality single ccys~al forn both ptn:e 

and doped ~ith a variety of transition group ox- rare eB~rth group ion@ 

and that it possesses a relatively simple cubic cx-ystal structure ~hich 

is a beneficial feature in th~ interpretation of e~perimental data. 

The most mdely used tcachnique fox- the production of both high 

purity single crystal material and for commercial magnesia poBders is 

carbon arc fusion. Although there are detailed differences in the 

design and scale of the furnaces involved they all operate on the same 

basic principlep namely that an arc is struck (betBeen graphite 

electrodes) so as to make a pool of molten magnesium oxide in the centre 

of a larger volume of powdered magnesia which in turn is held in a steel 

or stainless steel Bater cooled container. For the gromh of high 

purity and doped magnesium o~ide single crystals crystal groBth 

apparatus similar to that shoBn in Fig 1.1 has generally been used 9 

(Abraham, Butler and Chen 1.1 9 W.C.Spicer Ltd 00 1.3). This comprises a 

water cooled stainless steel tub with a holloB depression in the form of 

an inve-rted tetrahedron with chamfered edges and a truncated bottom. 

Three graphite electrodes are inserted parallel to the chamfered edges 

(only one being shoBn in Fig 1.1). Power for the arc was obtained from 

a three phase supply controlled by a saturable reactor and to initiate 

operation of the furnace a fourth, electrically inactive, graphite rod 

serving as a bridging electrode provides a convenient means of ensuring 

good initial contact between adjacent electrodes. This type of furnace 

is suitable for melts of mass up to a feB kilogrammes and has a long 

history of use in the preparation of high quality, optically cleax

crystals such as magnesium oxide 9 calcium oxide and zirconia in sizes of 

up to approximately 25 cc. During fusion, growth of MgO crystals Bas 

started at arc poBers of 50 kW for about an hour and a half. which 

formed an aggregate of large single crystals beneath the arc ; the pOBer 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing of the stainless-steel 

water-cooled tub for the three-phase arc-fusion apparatus. 

Only one of the three graphite electrode assemblies is 

shown inserted. 
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was then lowered and maintained at about 20 kW for about t<Sn hours 

providing an opportunity for bubbles (a sou1rce of cloudiness in early 

attempts to grow clear single crystals) to diffuse to exterior surfaces. 

It is possible by these methods also to produce doped magnesium oxide 

single c1rystals and quite a wide variety coni:aining either the ra1re 

earth ions or the transition group ions can be obtained from suppliers. 

An illustration of part of this range is given by Table 1.1 which 

reproduces a section of W. C. Spicers catalogue of single crystals of 

magnesia and calcia ; this Table also shows that two accepted methods of 

analysis at these doping levels (of up to several hundred ppm) are 

atomic emission spectroscopy and x-ray fluorescent analysis p further 

reference to both of which will be made later. There is a very large 

literature on various aspects of solid state physics which have been 

investigated using this type of pure or specially doped single crystal. 

Two areas of these extensive researches are of particular relevance to 

this thesis - they are the literature on electron spin resonance in 

magnesium oxide (e.g. Thorp et al. 1.4. l.Sp 1.6. 1.7) and the published 

papers on the conductivity mechanismsp permittivity and dielectric loss 

of iron doped and chromium doped magnesium oxide (Thorp et al. 1. 8. 

1. 9). More detailed reference to these topics is made as they are 

discussed in greater depth in following chapters. 

The commercial manufacture of electrical grade powdered magnesia 

presents a very different picture despite its being based. like single 

crystal production p on the arc fusion process. AB regards the fusion 

stage p the main difference perhaps is one of scale since it is not 

uncommon for quantities of up to 20 tons to be fused in a single 

operation using powers of up to several megawatts. Fig 1. 2 gives an 

impression of a large scale fusion technique {Stoyell et alp 1.10). An 



PURITY ANALYSIS --------------

MgO 4N Clear White Ni 370 A 
MgO 4N Clear White Ni 130 A 
MgO 4N Pale Green with 9 cloud' Ni 1,400 X 

MgO 4N Clear to Pink Mn 840 X 

MgO 4N Deep Amber Mn 1,400 X 

MgO 4N Dark Amber Mn 2,9(10 X 

MgO 4N Amber Hn 4,800 X 

MgO 4N II Hn 3,100 X 

MgO 4N Dark Blue Ti 2,900 

MgO 3N Clear Green v 450 X 

MgO 4N Black v 15,000 X 
MgO 4N Olive Green v 1,000 X 

MgO 4N Medium to Dark Green, Cr 740 X 

transparent 
MgO 4N Green Clear Cr 800 A 
MgO 4N Green Clear Cr 1,300 A 
MgO 4N Dark Green Cr 7,400 X 

MgO 4N II II Cr 15,100 X 
HgU 4N .. II Cr 3,600 X .. 
MgO 4N II II Cr 5,000 X 

MgO 4N II II Cr 6,200 X 

MgO 4N II II Cr 9,500 X 

MgO 4N Green Transparent Cr 760 X 

MgO 4N Very Dark Green Cr 4,400 X 

MgO 4N II II II Cr 4,200 X 

HgO 3N Green Clear, some Fe & V 150 & 300 c 
crystals banded 

HgO 3N Light Ambe.r Fe 300 c 
HgO 3N Amber Fe 710 X 
MgO 4N Clear Pale Yellow ' Fe 310 X 

MgO 4N Clear Amber to Green Fe 2,300 X 

HgO 4N Dark Clear Green Fe 4,300 X 

HgO 4N II II II Fe 8,500 X 

HgO 4N Dark Brown to Black Fe 11,900 X 

MgO 4N II II II Fe 12,900 X 

MgO 4N Pale Green Fe & Cr 2,900 & 1,000 X 
MgO 4N Dark Green ·' Fe & Cr 1,900 & 800 X 
HgO 4N Pale Green Fe & Cr 1,900 & 1,000 X 

HgO 4N Green Fe & Cr 1,500 & 1,100 X 
HgO 

1 4N II Fe & Cr 2,100 & BOO X 

HgO 4N Clear Dark Brown Fe & Cr 500 & 1,500 X 

MgO 4N II II II Fe & Cr 1,700 & 3,000 X 

MgO 4N II II II Fe & Cr 2,300 & 5,300 X 

HgO 4N II II II Fe & Cr 1,100 & 2,900 X 

HgO 4N Clear Pink Co 310 A 
HgO 4N Deep Clear Pink Co 1,900 X 

HgO 4N Deep Pink Co 3,300 X 

HgO 4N II II Co 9,900 X 

HgO 4N II II Co 8,200 X 

MgO 4N Deep Pink (cloudy) Co 4,800 X 

HgO 4N Clear Pink Co 1,250 X 

TABLE 1.1: Data for doped magnesium oxide single crystals. 
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Figure 1o2a Large scale furnace for magnesia fusiono 

Key~ graphite electrode 8 12~ electrode support 0 14~ 

busbars 0 16~ hydraulic lift 0 18~ steel shell, 20~ 

rnelt 8 21~ rotation motor 0 22~ gear 0 23~ chain 0 24~ 

rollers 0 26~ hopper, 30~ chute 0 32o 



immedia~e coYollary of this incr@as~ in scale is appaTent in the choice 

of the starting material 9 th~ costs alone of providing high quality 

pure magnesia in the quantities required oould be prohibitive, quite 

apart from considerations of availability. In the bulk production of 

fused magnesium oxide the starting ruate1rial is often a magnesite or a 

calcined caustic magnesite. which, being a naturally oecuring mine1ral 

extracted by quarrying, contains impurities. Fusion is often undertaken 

using a very large water-cooled container. It is filled with the 

crushed starting material (magnesite) and by striking an arc between 

massive carbon electrodes the central part of the powder mass is melted9 

this molten pool of fused magnesium oxide is contained since the low 

thermal conductivity of magnesium oxide enables the outer parts of the 

mass to remain as either partially-fuse& or, at the extreme edges, 

completely unfused powder. Some general characteristics of the fused 

melt, which have important consequences in determining the electrical 

quality of the product. may be noted here. The fused melt has a very 

large mass and cools slowly. The centre, when molten, is at a 

temperature of about 2900°C and so both during the fusion itself and the 

subsequent cooling to room temperature (a process which may take several 

days) there is a large temperature gradient, in the radial direction, 

across the mass. Consequently • impurity segregation may occur and in 

fact it is often quite marked. Thus the central region of the melt is 

hard. highly crystalline and typically of pale green colour while 

towards the edges the degree of polycrystallinity increases to give 

quite a friable material '~':11th associated colour changes to an off-white 

or even light yellow-brown. Occasionally near the centre of a fusion 

some regions of grey or black material are found and it is generally 

felt that the nblack magnesia" has undesirable electrical properties. 

The conditions under trllich the formation of this vvblack 
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IDagnesiawv may occur or be px-eventted have not. to the authorv s kno'I.-Jledge p 

been fully ascertained though there have been suggestions that it may be 

associated with carbon. In the production of electrical grade magnesia 

powders the solid fused melt is first b~oken up and may then be 

separated into fractions corresponding to the diffex-ent x-egions of the 

fusion. Each fraction then proceeds to various stages of milling and 

subsequent heat treatment. Iron contamination may arise from tools used 

in the initial breaking and crushing of the melt and it is customary to 

employ magnetic separation techniques to remove major inclusions of iron 

or other extraneous ferrous material. (Mills. 1.11. Jones. 1.12. 

Iannicelli, 1.13). An indication of the overall purity of some 

commercial fused magnesia powders is given by the chemical analysis data 

(Thermal Syndicate. 1.14). shown in Table 1.2 ; from this. which may be 

taken to be reasonably representative of this type of product. it can be 

seen that the major impurities present at fractions of a percent level 

are iron (or iron oxide). calcia, alumina. silica and zirconia with 

other impurities, notably the transition group elements nickel. cobalt 

chromium and manganese. present at levels of a few tens of ppm. 

The work described in this Thesis has been primarily directed 

towards characterising the impurities. particularly magnetic impurities. 

present in commercial. electrical grade magnesia powders. Consequently. 

attention has been given to the assessment of techniques suitable for 

quality control and impurity identification in commercial powders. to 

the provision of reference standards (which involved the use of single 

crystal magnesium oxide) and to the isolation of those impurities which 

show particularly high conductivity or dielectric loss. 

Chapter 2 describes the application of x-ray diffraction techniques 

(XRD) to the problem of impurity identification in commercial magnesia 

powders and shows how analysis of the complex spectra obtained may be 



CENTRE OUTER 
Impurity 

A B c D E F G H 

Si0
2 1.43% 1.61% 1.94% 2.79% 3.23% 4.35% 2.82% 4.32% 

TiO 2.3 7.0 5.3 14.5 <0.5 <0.5 1.0 <0.5 
Cr3~3 40 42 40 39 36 41 42 41 
Mn 15 19 20 20 26 29 29 29 
~"~:zo3 0.109% 0.091% 0.103% 0.100% 0.138% 0.156% 0.167% 0.160% 
co

3
o

3 
30 30 30 31 30 31 33 33 

Ni 253 265 280 250 420 470 500 470 
CuO 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 7.5 8.5 9.0 
ZnO 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 . 6.0 6.0 
ZrO 0.18% 0.36% 0.26% 0.19% 0.25% 0.70% 0.54% 0.23% 
Alb03 

0.08% 0.33% 0.18% 0.15% 0.08% 0.18% 0.13% 0.15% 
Ca 0.58% 0.65% 0.83% 0.99% 1.40% 1.63% 1.24% 1.40% 

~a3o 
4.5 4.0 7.5 8.0 33.5 34.0 30.0 34.0 

20.5 20.5 22.5 22.5 36.0 36.0 31.5 40.5 
Lt

0
o 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.9 3.4 1.7 4.0 

~3 3 
11.6 8.6 11.8 12.1 15.6 11.6 12.7 13.7 
25.2 24.0 45.0 40.0 160 147 126 170 

Mg0-1by 97.48% 96 0 92% 96.64% 95.74% 94.82% 92.90% 95.02% 93.65% 
i&ifference 

All results are expressed as p.p.m. unless shown as percentage 
I I I I I 

TABLE 1.2: Chemical analysis of fused magnesia ; samples (A. B, C, D) and (E.F.G.H) refer 
to specimens taken from the central and outer parts of the fused melt 
respectively. 

I 
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simplified by the acquisition of ~ddition~l i-ray information. in this 

instance from Energy Dispersive Analysis by ~-rays (EDAX). The magnetic 

nature of some of the impurity phases is introduced in Chapter 3 ~hich 

first discusses the principles of magnetic susceptibility measurement by 

Gouy balance methods and then outlint'2!s their use in follo't-ring the 

formation of ferrimagnetic magnesia-ferrite precipitates in heat-treated 

iron-doped magnesium oxide. In Chapter 4 the general principles and 

theory of another magnetic method of analysis. Electron Spin Resonance 

(ESR). are given together ~ith a discussion of some single crystal 

reference spectra and the methods used for identifying features in esr 

powder spectra. Chapter 5 describes the application of these esr 

methods to the study of a selection of magnesia po~ders both before and 

after various heat treatments and the results confirm that the presence 

of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic phases is an important effect in some 

commercial magnesia powders. Finally. Chapter 6 correlates the data 

obtained by the different techniques adopted. revie~s their significance 

in relation to conductivity and dielectric loss measurements. and makes 

some suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

X-RAY CHARACTERISATION OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE POWDERS 

2.1 The Crystal Structure of Magnesium Oxide 

Magnesium oxide is an ionic solid ~hich crystallizes with the 

nsodium chloride'q or "rocksalev structure (2.1). This structure may be 

described as a cubic close packed array of oxygen ions lfith magnesium 

ions occupying all the octahedral interstices. The Mg 2+ ions are 

2-arranged in a face-centred cubic (F.C.C.) pattern as are the o ions; 

the two interpenetrating F.C.C. sublattices are aligned but one is 

displaced from the other along a reference <100> axis of the cubic unit 

cell by a distance equal to half the lattice parameter, a. Thus each 

2+ 2- . 
Mg ion is octahedrally surrounded by six o ions and similarly each 

2- 2+ o ion is octahedrally surrounded by six Mg ions to form a regular 

three-dimensional array (the co-ordination number for both ions is 

therefore six). In terms of atomic co-ordinates the MgO structure has 

ions at the following locations: 

Mg2+ at ~.0,0; O,LO; 0,0,~; ~ 'L~ 
02- at o,o.o; O,Lh ~,0,~; LLO 

where the atomic co-ordinates are expressed as fractions of the unit 

cell length (lattice parameter) along three mutually perpendicular <100> 

type directions. A pictorial representation of the MgO unit cell is 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

The ratio of the radius of the cation to that of the anion is often 

the most important factor in determining the structure of an ionic 

compound. If it is assumed that the anions and cations are hard spheres 



Figure 2o1o The crystal structure of MgO'showing the 

octahedral co-ordination of the Mg (A) and 0 (B) ionso 
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of fi:ll:ed radii and that the coordination nuulber ~ill be as high li\9 

possible. the cx-ystal structure can be predicted fx-oru the value of this 

ratio (2. 2). An ionic solid Bill have an qvidealized9q rocksalt stX"Uctm:e 

if the anions are in mutual contact as well as in contact with the 

cations. Foy: such a corupound~ as Figux-e 2.2(a) shoBSv r..,./r-=(12 =1) 

where r+ & r are, respectively, the cationic and anionic radii. If the 

ratio r+/r_ is less than 0.414 (/2 =1), the anions will be in contact 

with each other but not with the cations. Compounds for which ¥:+/x-= 

<0.414 will not adopt the sodium chloride structure because this would 

result in large electrostatic forces of repulsion between the anions. 

Such materials tend to adopt the zinc blende (cubic ZnS) structure, even 

though the coordination number of the cations is reduced to four v 

because this structure allows the anions to be in mutual contact as well 

as in contact with the cations when the radius ratio, r+/r_. is much 

less than 0.414 (2.2). On the other handv if the radius ratio exceeds 

0. 414 the rocksalt structure is still favoured but the anions become 

separated from each other although they remain in contact with the 

cations. When r+/r_ reaches a value of 0.732 however the caesium 

chloride structure becomes favourable because at this high value of the 

radius ratio adoption of the CsCl structure increases the cation 

coordination number to eight whilst at the same time allowing the anions 

to remain in mutual contact as well as in contact with the cations 

(2.2). Thus compounds of the type MX (where M is a cation and X is an 

anion) Bill tend to adopt the sodium chloride structure if the ratio 

r+/r_ lies between 0.414 and 0.732. If r+/r_ = 0.414 then the compound 

has the qvidealizedn x-ocksalt structure (FiguY:e 2.2(a) ); if 0.732 > 

r+/r_ > 0.414 then the compound still has the sodium chloride structure 

but the anions, although in contact with the cations, are separated froru 

each other (see Figure 2.2(b) ). 



Figure 2o2(a)o A cross-section of the unit cell of a 

compound having the idealised rocksalt structureo 

Figure 2o2(b)o A cross-section of the unit cell of-.IYlgO 

showing the separation of the anionso 

D 
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R~ference to Figures 2.2(a) and (b) sh~dS that if a compound 

crystallizes with the rocksalt structure. the lattice parameter. a. is 

given by: 

(2 .1) 

If the assumption of hard. incompressible ions with fixed radii is valid 

2+ substituting appropriate values of r+ (= r~g ) ) and 

2-
t' (= r(O ) )into equation 2.1. should give a value for the lattice 

parameter of magnesium oxide for comparison with that measured 

experimentally using x-ray diffraction methods (a = 4.211 ~ at 2l°C exp 

( 2. 1). ) 0 

The ionic radii have been estimated using several methods of 

approach and much of the work in this area has been reviewed by Shannon 

and Prewitt (2.3). They considered a large number of reported 

experimental observations of interatomic distances and assumed a linear 

relationship between ionic volume and unit cell volume for a series of 

isotopic oxides and fluorides. Shannon and Prewitt deduced that the 

ionic radii of Mg2+ and 0
2

- in six-fold coordination are: 

2+ 
r(Mg ) = 0.72~; 2-r(O ) .,. 1.40i\ 

Substitution of these values into equation 2.1 yields a value for 

the lattice parameter. a, of 4.24i\. Bearing in mind the empirical 

nature of the methods used to determine ionic radii, this value is in 

remarkably good agreement with that found experimentally (4.2112~). It 

is likely that the measured value of a is slightly smaller than that 

suggested by equation 2 o 1 because of the effects of covalent bonding. 

which causes the inter-ionic distances to be less than those calculated 
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assuming that the ions a~:~ hard sphen~s. Using Shannon and PI:G\fit tv s 

2+ 2= values of ~:(Mg ) and r(O ) the radius ratio. rY/Y'= for MgO is 0.514. 

It may be concluded fnm this that MgO does not have the "idealizedvv 

rocksalt structure (Figu~:e 2. 2(a) ) 9 instead it adopts the structure 

shoBTI in Figu~:e 2.2(b) \"lhich has the anions in contact uith the cations 

but separated from each other. 

2.2 X-Ray Diffractometry 

A number of factors are considered likely to influence the 

performance of Magnesium Oxide as the electrical insulator in a heating 

element, but 'there is strong evidence that the electrical properties are 

adversely influenced by some impurities (2.4.2.5). To determine which 

such impurities are present in commercial magnesia a technique is 

required ~ich can reveal the impurity phases present in the powders. 

Many analytical systems can detect impurities only of a certain 

class, (for example, electron spin resonance, though extremely powerful 

in certain circumstances • can detect only paramagnetic species) but a 

method capable of identifying all phases is necessary for useful 

analysis of the commercial magnesia. The best method available is x-ray 

diffractometry (X.R.D.) which analyses via crystallographic structure. 

It can detect impurities down to about 2% abundance and is very suitable 

for powders. 

Diffractometer traces were obtained from the flat bed of a Phillips 

P.W.ll30 diffractometer operating with a cobalt target emitting Ka 

radiation of wavelength 1.791&. An iron filter designed to give a ratio 

of integrated intensities of K 81: Ka better than 1:100 was used. 

The emitted monochromatic X~radiation passes through a divergence 

slit which broadens the beam to the size of the sample surface (about 1 

em x 1.5 em) as shown in Fig.2.3. The powder sample (about 1 gram of 

MgO) having been placed in a special container and mounted in the path 



incident-beam l-'lit.s 

~ difT ractom~·t.pr· axis 

<>-to rounter 

Figure 2a3o Arrangement of slits in a diffractornetero 
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of the beamo diffracts and reflects the JI-Jrayo. The Baves of the 

reflected i:'adiation intel':'fere constructively uhere the Bragg condition 

is satisfied" i.e. at Bragg angles characteristic of the 

crystallographic structures in the sample. The reflected radiation is 

collected by a series of slits and is focussed by a cx-ystal Bhose 

surface is curved to ensure that the beam i~ focussed in the locus of 

the detector 9 (see Fig 2.4). The angles of the incident beam 9 sample 

surface" and the receiving and detecting means are controlled and 

monitored by an angle px-ogrammer and this information together Bith the 

detector signal is processed by a system 0 sh~ in the block diagram of 

Fig 2. 5. to produce the trace of intensity of reflected radiation 

against 29 Bhere 9 is the Bragg angle. 

The accuracy of the d-values calculated for the 29 readings varies 

from about 0.005& for high e values to 1 0.01& at loB values of e. 

However. many of the peaks appearing on the trace 0 particularly those at 

low intensity, are not very distinct because noise peaks or peaks of 

other impurities of nearly the same d-value are superimposed and are too 

close to be resolved. In practice peaks of low intensity were accurate 

only to about 0.02& or more. 

The information is a great deal less accurate than the d=value data 

and interpretation is difficult. The low intensity of the peaks of many 

of the impurities present in the commercial magnesia makes quantitative 

analysis impossible because the signal-to-noise ratio is so 1~. 

Furthe~~re, the signal-to-noise ratio was sensitive to small changes in 

the power supply. and although much of the ~rk was done at night. the 

noise level was not sufficiently constant frOID one spectrum to the next 

to yield much information about the variation in intensity of particular 

peaks for different samples. 



) 

diffractometer ~ 
circle 

Figure 2o4o Schematic diagram of an X-ray diffractometero 
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Figure 2o5o Block diagram of the XRD systemo 



The form of an X.R.D. poB'der- spectrum is shmm in Fig.2.6. B'hiclh 

refers to pure MgO (Koch-Light 99.9987. pm:e Magnesium Oxide). The 

spectrum is relatively simpl®. containing only seven lines. and the fit 

between the d=values observed experimentally and those expected from the 

A.S.T.l-'L data for MgO (perielase) is shDB'n in Table 2.1 to be very 

close. As ~Jould be expected (with the pure sample material) no lines 

are pr-esent in the spectrum which cannot be accounted for by the 

A.S.T.M. listing: (note the diffractometer has recorded only in the 

range 10° < 29 < 100°), 

Examination of a typical good commex-cial gTade MgO, Fig. 2. 7. 

illustTates the difficulties immediately encounteTed with impux-e 

material. In addition to the seven very strong periclase lines therra 

are more than forty e~tra lines. Such powder spectra are too complex 

for successful interpretation. since the pattern of impurity peaks could 

be caused by very many possible combinations of superimposed impurity 

patterns: in fact there are so many plausible interpretations of such a 

spectrum that virtually no useful conclusion can be drawn. The problem 

is aggravated where the peak height is of the order of the height of 

noise peaks. since the ASTM 9 s relative intensity information - is 

rendered useless • and indeed. for some impurities it may be only the 

strongest peak of the characteristic pattern ~ich is readily detectable 

above the noise. 

It was clear that some further information had to be obtained to 

reduce the number of possible interpretations. In this instance the 

rvenergy dispersive analysis by x-rays. (EDAXJV' facility of a scanning 

electron microscope (S.E.M) was used. This facility collects the 

characteristic x-rays induced in the atoms bOBbarded by the electrons of 

the S.E.M. beam and thus gives an elemental analysis of surface atoms of 

a sample. The information gained from these measurements together with 
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Figure 2o6o XRD spectrum of pure MgOo 
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the chemical analysis of comru~rcial magnesias proved ~ssential for the 

analysis of the more complex X.R.D. spectra. 

2.3 Edax Analysis 

2.3.1 Techniques 

The EDAX facility available was a Cambridge Instruments Sterosc.srn 

600 S.E.M •• and this was employed to produce the information necessary 

for analysis of XRD powder spectra. 

This EDAX technique is difficult for po~ders and so was used here 

for examining bulk samples from the fusion. the electron beam could be 

focussed to diameters down to about 1 IJ1il and on striking the atoms of 

the sample surface the electrons induced the emission x-rays of 

frequencies characteristic of the atoms (see Fig 2.8). These ::i'C-rays 

impinged on the surface of a lithium drifted silicon detector causing it 

to produce an electrical output proportional to the energies of the 

x-rays incident. This signal was analysed by a Linksystems 860 analyser 

employing standard computer memories and an energy spectrum showing the 

elements present was then produced. 

Magnesium oxide~ being a good electrical insulator would tend to 

become electrostatically charged by the electron beam. The resulting 

field would deflect the electron beam and destroy the S. E .M. image of 

the sample (sight of which is essential for selecting a target region 

for each EDAX spectrum) • Hence p after being mounted on an aluminium 

stub with silver dagenum paste~ the sample (which is about 1-5 mm3
) 

together with the mount is plated with gold to insure that such charge 

may conduct away. The gold layer should be so thin (about &) as to be 

translucent to the electron beam. To achieve this the sputtering method 

of coating was employed. 

However. the EDAX equipment could not detect atoms of mass number 

less than 20. and more particularly. because of the overall sensitivity 
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Figure 2o8o Principles of the EDAX techniqueo 
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any el~ment present at less than about 2% abundance remained undetected. 

Since the pu~ity of commercial roagnesias is typically 92 to 98%p many of 

the impurities would be expected to be p~esent in much lower proportions 

than this, Referring to the chemical analysis of the impurities listed 

all but silicon and calcium a~e found to be present at undetectable 

abundances. Hence the sample seems likely to contain many atoms from 

the undetectable classes. 

2.3.2 Results from EDAX Study 

The results from the EDAX study are smmnaTised in Table 2 o 2 p and 

typical spectra aTe shown in Figs 2o9 and 2.10. 

Figure 2o9 shows a typical EDAX spectrum obtained when the electron 

beam scanned about 0.5 mm2 of the surface of a centre of fusion 

crystalline sample. As expected the Ka lines of silicon and calcium are 

just detectable, and are seen with the ko! line of magnesium and the 1..1 

line for gold (caused by the gold plating). Also shown on Fig 2 o 9 

(clear and dotted) is a spectrum obtained when the electron beam scanned 

"' 1. 0 J,Iti1
2 

0 In this region the silicon and calcium peaks are 

significantly greater than those from the spectrum of the wider areas 

implying significant inhomogeneity of impurity concentration in the 

fused sample. 

Figure 2.10 shows spectra from one such inhomogeneous region. 

Here. even scanning most of the surface of the sample relatively high 

levels of supposedly undetectable atoms ~ere found • i.e. Aluminium. 

Sulphur. Iron and Nickel. On focussing the beam to its minimum diameter 

( "' 1 J.11I12 ) a region of this sample ~as found which revealed only 

aluminium sulphur and nickel. (The silver peak appearing in the spectrum 

is caused by the silver dagenum paste). In similar studies of local 

inhomogeneities Titanium. Phosphorous Chlorine and Potassium ~ere also 

found (See Table 2.2). 



TABLE 2.1: 

Figure 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

TABLE 2.2: 

------~~---

d-values of spectrum 
peaks 

A :£: 0.015 A 

2.442 

2.110 

1.493 

1.271 

1. 217 

d-values from A.S.T.M. 
index for MgO (4.0829) 

A 

2.431 

2.106 

1.489 

1. 270 

1.216 

Analysis of spectrum of Pure MgO (Koch-Light). 

Impurities 

Batch Ia, Centre of fusion Al ,Si,Ca, (Au) 

Batch Ic, Near centre of Mg,Si,Cl,K,Ca, (Au) 
fusion 

Batch II Cover Mg,Si,Ca, (Au) 

Batch III Particles Mg,Si,Ca,Ti, (Au) 

& 7 Batch V Black region Mg,Al,Si,P,S,Ca, (Au) 
Fe,Ni, (Ag). 

Results of E.D.A.X. Study on Commercial Fusion Products. 
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These results. together with the chemical analysis were used to aid 

analysis of the results from the x-ray diffraction ~pectroscopy study. 

2.4 Detailed Analysis of XRD Data 

2.4.1 Method of Approach 

Even with the additional information from the EDAX study and the 

chemical analysis. interpretation of the spectra is not straightforward. 

The method used was first to calculate the d-values of the impurity 

peaks from the reading on the 20 scale of the trace. The A. S. T .M. 

(Am2rican Society for Testing Materials) Search Manual for Common 

Inorganic Phases 2.6) was then consulted. The selection criteria for the 

common phases used by the A. S. T .M. for this manual was based on the 

classification of all elements into three groups g common elements. less 

common elements and uncommon elements. A phase included in the manual 

contains 

(a) up to four ncommonn elements; 

or (b) fewer elements one of which may be nless commonn but not 

"uncommonn; 

or (c) the phase is a frequently encountered mineral phase. 

The elements revealed by the elemental analysis of the commercial 

magnesia (EDAX. and Chemical Analysis) are all "common" elements except 

for zirconium and lithium which are classed by the A. S. T .M. as vvless 

common". The search manual also includes phases which. whilst stable at 

room temperatures. are created at higher temperatures. Thus. the manual 

is very likely to list all the phases which could possibly be present as 

impurities in the commercial magnesia. 

The 2. 300 phases listed in the search manual are grouped and 

ordered according to d-values of the three strongest lines of the 

diffraction pattern • whereas the full A. S. T .M. index lists the phases 

alphabetically. The d-value listing greatly eases the task of finding 
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patterns Yhich fit the peaks of the spectrump but only the eight 

strongest lines of each pattern are listed. Hoyever. since the majority 

of the impurities are at low abundances this does not seem likely to 

introduce significant inaccuracy. 

The method of analysis is noY described with reference to the 

spectrum of a good grade magnesia part of which is shown in Fig 2. 7. 

First the d-value of the strongest distinct impurity peak was taken. and 

the search manual list of phases having this value for any one of the 

three strongest lines of the pattern was examined. Phases where the two 

other strongest lines have d-values where a peak appears on the spectrum 

were noted. Those phases containing ions not revealed by the elemental 

analysis (e.g. Arsenic) were deleted. The d-values of the remaining 

five lines of each phase were then compared with those of peaks on the 

spectrum. If there were peaks on the diffractometer spectrum at all of 

the .d-values of the pattern which lay within the range of the spectrum 

(1.17-10.27 it) then the phase was classed as 19certain", where one or two 

of the peaks were not clearly defined (i.e. were barely distinguished 

from noise or were obscured by a larger peak) then the phase was classed 

as "probable". Where three or four lines of the listed pattern were not 

clearly defined, but the three strongest lines were well defined and one 

of the three strongest lines corresponded to a peak on the "spectrum" 

which could not be explained by another phase, then the phase was 

classed as "likely". In practice other factors such as the 

signal-to~noise ratio were taken into account in the classing of the 

phases detected. 

Table 2. 3 shows the complete analysis for the good commercial 

magnesia shown in Fig 2. 7. For some phases identified by the above 

analysis direct confirmation could be achieved by obtaining a sample of 

the pure phase and irradiating in the diffractometer. The resulting 
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As Observed MgO 1 Mn0
2 Mn

2
o

3 
Mn

3
o
4 MgS04 MnS0

4 HgFe
2
o

4 MnFe
2
o4 

d-va1ues 14-644 6-540 16-454 21-·546 11-88 17-964 10-319 
4-829 12-716 24-508 13-] 62 

5.128 A. 5-10 

4.181 4.87 4.91 
4.934 
4.470 
4.340 
4.168 4.15 
3.949 3.96 
3. 779 i 

3.6995 3.70 
3.649 
3.423 

i 3.61 
3. 515 ! 3.53 
3.452 I 3.47 
3.340 I 3.35 
3.227 I 

3.18 I 
3.161 

i 
3.14 

3.018 3.01 
2.976 

~ 2.920 2.96 
2.792 2. 77 
2.735 2.74 
2.695 2. 72 2.70 
2.649 2.63 2.64 2.63 
2.598 2.01 
2.538 2.54 2.53 2.56 
2.481 2.48 2.49 
2.442 2.45 
2.430 2.43 
2.420 2.41 2.43 

2.42 
2.387 I 2.39 
2.339 2.32 I 

I 2.281 I 
2.114 2.11 

I 2.12 
2.042 2.08 2.09 
1.985 I 

! 1. 955 
1.907 I 1.854 1.85 
1.812 I 

i I 1.756 ! 

I I 

1. 715 i 1.71 1. 73 I 
i 

I 
I 

i 1.650 11.66 I ' I 1. 620 : 1. 63 I 1. 61 11.64 
1. 519 I I ; 

' !1.50 1.506 ; 

1. 493 1.49 1.49 
; 

I I ' 
1.484 

I 1.48 
! 1. 447 ' 

11.45 i 
1.270 1. 27 I 

I 
I 

1. 216 1. 23 1. 213 I 1.053 1.05 I 1.09 
i I 1.45 

' I 11.11 
i I j I 

I 

TABLE 2.3: XRD Analysis of Good Commercial Magnesia (c.f Fig 2.7) 



I ASTM DATA 

As Obse~ed ,~A~l~2~S
7i 2~o~5~

7Ca-2~S~i~0-4 ~F~e~O~~F~e-2=o-3 ~N~i~C-1~4~-~2=0~F~e--~C~F~e~S~i-2 ~c~a
7C71 2~

1 

(OH) 

d-values 12-44~ 11-369 6-711 16~895 Ni 4-850 8-133 22-113 24-223 
5.128 Jl. 

r-~~~--4-----~~~~~-+~~+-~~~~~--~~~~--~~----- -
4.181 
4.934 
4.470 
4.340 
4.168 
3.949 
3.848 

I 3. 779 
3.6995 
3.649 
3.423 
3.515 

I 3.452 
1 3. 340 

3.227 
3.161 . 
3.018 
2.976 
2.920 
2. 792 
2.735 
2.695 

I 
2. 649 
2.598 
2.538 
2.481 
2.442 
2.430 

I 2.42o 
1 2.387 
i 2. 339 

2.281 
I 2.114 

2.042 
1.985 
1. 955 
1.907 
1.854 
1.812 
1. 756 
1. 715 
1.650 
1.620 
1.519 
1.506 
1.493 
1.484 
1.447 
1.270 
1. 216 
1.053 
1.45 

4.47 
4.34 
4.16 

2.55 
2.48 

2.33 
2.28 

1.48 

4.32 

3.82 

3.01 

2.75 
2.73 

1.91 
1. 88 
1.80 

3.23 

2.98 

2.49 
2.46 

I 2.24 
2.15 

1. 98 

1. 74 

1.52 1.52 
1. 51 

1. 29 
1. 24 

11.08 

,, 0. 96 
0.99 

i 1.30 
I 
! 

1.47 

2.04/2.03 2.08 

I 1. 80 
11.77/1.76 

I I 
I 

i : 
I ! I 

l i 
11.26/1.25 j 1. 27 

I 

12.37 

1. 89 
1.84 

1. 78 
1. 70 

I i 
jl.07/1.06 jl.08 11.08 
i r.o2 ~ I 
! 0.79 i 1.041' 
:o.81 j0.9 1.34 
; 0.88 , o.oo I 

4.48 

3.05 

2.86 

2.36 
2.33 

2.24 
2.08 

1. 91 

: 0.00 I I 

-~~------~~~----L---~------~~~~------------4-----~----~ TABLE 2.3 Con'd ... 



spectrum could ~hen be eomp~~~d ~ith those for the coillille~cial ID&gTI~sia 

to confin:il uh,zther tlhe phaa® B'~s p~®sent o~ no~ s; for G~&mpl<e 0 pure 

Magn~dofex-rH:e (MgFe
2

0l$): Bas obtain®d (from Alf& N®uti"on) and thiS 

spectrum compax-<ad ~ith the good comme~cial magnG\<sia of Fig 2 o 7 0 The 

n~sults a~e sho'!.m in Fig 2o lL (The MgFe2o~ uas found to contain lou 

levels of coppe~ o~ide 0 Cu
2
0). 

The analys12d spectt'U111 of the good co111iil~n:cial grad<e magn~sia was 

then compared with each spectlrWil in tuYn and the difhn:mces noted. 

Where new peaks appeared th12 above analysis uas repeated to find which 

phases could have caused them. 

2.4.2 Results and Discussion 

The results from the starting material (i.e. caustic calcined 

magnesia) and the fusion are sumwarised in Table 2.4. 

The spectrum of stai"ting material has many iiDpurity peaks and uas 

found to be consistent uith the diffraction pstterns of the compounds 

listed in Table 2.4. The diffl'action pattern of only one element was 

found to fit the spectrum of this starting material. that of nickdo 

Hcmever. the range of d-values of this spectrum is not sufficient to 

allow the diffraction pattern of nickel to be distinguished from that of 

nickel carbide. NiC. 

The patterns of all these impurities were found in the spectrum 

from the black region near the centre of the fusion. However. on 

comparing these two spectra that of the black material had many more 

impurity peaks than that of the stsrting material. Also o many of the 

iMpurity peaks uhich appesred in both spectra uere stronger (relative to 

.the i\:fgO peaks) in the spectrum of the black material. The patterns of 

Magnesium Ferrite and/or Manganese Ferrite. Iron. Iron Silicide. 

Chromium Oxide and Copp~r Oxide fitted the pattern of new peaks in the 

spectrum of the black material. 

·-
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Sample 

Caustic 
calcined 
magnesia 

Centre 
of fusion 

Outer part 
of fusion 

Black region 
of fusion 

Impu-cit_y Ph8ses Detected 
Certain 

Mn oxides 
Al silicates 

Mn oxides 
Al silicates 

Mn oxides 
Al silicates 
Fe2o3 

Mn oxides 
Al silicates 
Fe2o

3 

Likely 

Mg Sulphate 
Ca Silicates 
Ni/NiC 
Iron Carbide 
Fe Sulphate 
Fe 2o~ Ca C lo-cide 

Mg Sulphate 
Ca Silicates 
Ni/NiC 
Iron Carbide 
Mg/Mxl Werdte 
Mn Sulphate 

Mg Sulphate 
Mn Sulphate 
Ca Silicates 
Ni/NiC 
Iron CaYbide 
Mg/Mn Ferrite 

Mg Sulphate 
Ca Silicates 
Ni/NiC 
Iron Carbide 
Fe Sulphate 
Mn Sulphate 
Mg/Mn Ferrite 

Iron 
Ca Chlod.de 
Fe Silicide 

Possible 

Fe Oxide 
Mg Silicide 
Cr Silicide 
Zr Nitride 
Ni Ferrite 
Zr Oxide 
Ca Phosphide 
Mn so

4 

FeO 
Fe Silicide 
Ca Phosphide 

FeO 
Fe Silicide 
Mg Silicide 
Ni Ferrite 
Ca Phosphide 
Ca Chloride 

Cr Oxide 
Cu Oxide 
FeO 
Mg Silicide 
Cr Silicide 
Zr Nitride 
Ni Ferrite 

Zr Oxide 
Ca Phosphide 

TABLE 2.4: Summary of results of analysis of starting material 
and samples from fusion. 



Conv~n:-Slely D \1:he spca<e'i:li."~ of tlh~e othex: Jregicml1l o~ V:hi! ful!l:ion hgd 

feBer pi!aks than the atarting ~terial. lacking peaks ehali."actex:i~tic of 

Ix-on Sulphate. ChromitJ® Silicide and Zizcconium NHdd® and Oxid<:ll. The 

spectrum of matex-ial fx:om the C(2ntx-e of th® fusion also lacked peaks 

charactex-istic of FIS 2o 3 ~ Magn®sium Silici&eD N:ictt~l Fcrzit® and Calci~ 

Chloride. HoBever. both the outer and the cen\l:x-e of the fusion had 

gained peaks concox-ding ~ith the diffraction pattern of Magnesillill 

Ferrite and Manganese Ferrite. Generally the impurity peaks of the 

spectra of these regions ~ere of loB~a"i:' intensifcy than those of the 

starting material and the black region. shOBing that the folr'iill!"i:' fused 

regions are purified. at the expense of thiS black region~ by the fusion 

process. 

The introduction to the fusion of a phase ~ich i~ not apparent in 

the starting material may occuz for any of seve"i:'al reasons : a phase may 

be introduced by contact ~th the heating apparatus or a phase way form 

when ions dissolved in the molten. or indeed in the solid magnesia. fo~ 

a net:r compound. Since the ferrite must be present in a concentration 

greater than "' 1% to be detected by diffractometry • and the heating 

apparatus consists principally of carbon. the latter seems more likely. 

The existence of pe&ks concording Bith the patterns foy Iron 

Sulphate. Chromium Silicide and Zirconium Oxide and Nitride in the 

spectra of both the starting material and the black material. but: in no 

other spectrum of the fusion, implies ~hat these impurities, although 

initially spread thYoughout the material in ~he fu'i:'ilacep migrate to th~ 

black region from the other areas duzing the fuaion pzocess. Similarly 

the four phases absent fram the centre of the fusion but present in the 

starting material and the other areas of the fusion (Fe2o3 • Magnesit.ntil 

Silicide. Nickel Ferrite. and Calcium Chloride) appear to have migrated 

to the black region, since their characteristic peaks a1re strongeY' 
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~elativ~ to the MgO p~aks on th~ epect~uro fo~ ~he black ~~gion than foK 

the othe~ ~:egions D oT (the sta-cting materiaL Mig~a tion to the black 

~:egion roay also explain the appeaxance of peaks in the spect-curo 

concoTding ~th the patterns of Chxomiuru Oxide. Coppe~: Oxide. Ixon and 

Iron Silicide. These phases may have b~en p~:esenfi: in the sta~:fi:ing 

matexial in concentxations lower than 2% • but after mig~ating to the 

black region the concent~:ations were suffici®~t to allow detection. 

The fused magnesia from the outer and inmar regions of the fusion 

was g~:ound sepa~ately and samples of the resulting powder exposed in the 

X-ray Diffractometer. The spectra of this ground magnesias weTe ve~:y 

similar to those of their counterparts f~:om the fusion 9 except for the 

appearance of two new low intensity peaks at d 0 1.166 a and d 0 1.425 

.R. 'The only pattern of the A. S. T .M. index that could be found to fit 

both these peaks was that of elemental Iron (A.S.T.M. pattern NO. 

6.696). This patternus six strongest lines a~:e at d-values of 2.03. 

1.17, 1.43, 0.91. 1.01 and 0.83 .R. the last being the weakest. The last 

three lines lie outside the range of d-values tested by these exposures. 

the second and third strongest lines match the new peaks of the present 

spectra very well. and at d c 2.03 on the spectra a weak line does 

indeed appear. Thus elemental iron seems likely to be present. being 

added to both magnesias on grinding. 

On comparing the spectra of powders before and after annealing-type 

heat treatments. very few differences could be detected. the only 

notable change being a drop in the height of the peaks co~:responding to 

Fe
2
o

3
, relative to the peak heights of MgO and other impurities. At the 

same time new peaks appeared. but could not be readily identified; thus 

the peaks are due either to several different phases or to one 

vvuncommon" phase (see section 2.5). 



H~evGT. the quenching tr®atiD~~~ rccl~c~d ~he h~ight of pe~kg 

atc:Tibuted to Fe
2
o

3
• Mn/Mg Fen·H:e. and li:o a hsae? ext«:llt thoGe of 

aluminium substrates &nd magneai1lllill subst'Latte~. This apparent cleani~g 

effect was moTe marked in mate"Li&l from the c~ntre of the fugion than in 

the out01r b?o~ fused material. The~e uere fiO nev peaks. and no peaks 

cor'Lesponding to those that appeared after t~~ annealing treatment. 

Inspection fo the spectra of the SB®Jlllles taken befor<! and after 

magnetic sepa"Lation and of samples of rnate~ial mrept f'LOID the magnet 

pole faces suggests that the magnets preferentially remove Fe. Mg/Mn 

Ferrite. Ni/NiC. Ni FeTrite. and Fe
2
o

3 
from li:~e powders. although pe&ks 

coTresponding to all the phases seen in th~a mated.al taken befo1re thea 

separation appeaTed in the spect1ra of iiYllteYial !WC!pt fYoiil th~a magnet 

poudexs. The notable featulre ~as that the magnets ue1re not UIOK'C! 

efficient at 1removal of the magnetic phases. Even fexTomagnetic iron 

was detectable in the spectra of mateYiaJI. taken after sepa1ration. 

Surprising also was the la1rge amount of MgO attracted to the pole faeces. 

This material did seem to be electrostatically charged and perhaps this 

accounts foT the unlikely degree of attraction of non~magnetic materi&l 

to the magnets. 
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MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY ~IES 

Magnetic susceptibility IDeasux-euM.mts cw be mad!! using several 

techniques p foy- e1rample. the induction methoo. th12 force method. the 

vibrating sample magnetometer (V.S.M) p the C1!DlCie method and the Gouy 

balance technique. The induction method and the force method are only 

of use for magnetisations of fex-JComagneties. but their sensitive 

variants. the V. S.M. and Curie method nspiiaetively could be used to 

measure the much "t:Yeaker magnetisations assocuted 'tYith ferTimagnetics. 

paramagnetics and even diamagnetics. The V.S.~. vibTates the sample in 

a magnetising field inducing an alternating signal in the pick-up coils. 

If a reference signal is used to eliminate errors due to spurious 

vibrations and temperature fluctuations then this is a very sensitive 

technique. H~ever. the system is a complex one designed for plotting 

the hysteresis loops of crystalline samples and hence is an aTduous "t:Yay 

of obtaining a susceptibility. Furthermore. the crystalline sample must 

be simulated by a sintered po'tYder and so this method "t:Yas rejected in 

spite of its accuracy. for problems trlth tme and availability. The 

Curie method measures the magnetic force Gmert<!lcll on a small sample 

suspended bereeen the poles of an electromagnet. For maximu'iii 

sensitivity the sample must rest level mth the upper edge of the 

pole-gap, i.e. 't:Yhere the field gradient is ~. but this gradient is 

extremely difficult to measure accurat<2ly. This measurement may be 

omitted if a standard h used. but ooly Telativ~a values of 

susceptibility can b~a obtained and often mthout sufficient accuracy. 

The sample r~aquirements ar~a stringent sincl! the size iililSt be gTeat 
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gradient apprmd:wately constant across the eaiDple. Ho~evey p th~ Gouy 

balance technique i~ a simple method of obtaining an absolute valu~ of 

paramagnetic susceptibility and is ehe roost appY'opY'iate foY' po~de"Co. 

3.1 The Gouy Balanc~ T~chn~ 

The Gouy method (Gouy. 3. 1) ~as first t!lsed extensively by Pascal 

(Pascal. 3.2) and is another variant ol the fore~ method. It measu"Ces 

the force exerted on a sample suspended in a magnetic field gra<llien~. 

The fo"Cce acting on any .magnetisable sample ~i~uated in a magnetic field 

may be calculated from the variation of its f1ree energy with position 

(CY'angh. 3.3). In the force method the magnetisation is unifoX"m and 

the field varies ~ith position so the force exerted is given by the 

tenso1r equation 

F 3.1 

~he"Ce V is the volume of the sample. ~ the magnetisation tensor and V! 

the gradient of the magnetic flux density due to the applied field ~· 

In general~=~~ (~here~ c ~0 ~r)• ~hich for free space reduces to~= 

B "' ~ H o-

~here ~ is the magnetic constant. 
0 

very good approximation for air. 

form gives:-

- 1 F oM 3B ClB 
X ~ M _x. ~ 

v X x- Y 3x 3x 

~ 1 F oM 3B 
~M 

ClB 
-} X _J_ 

v y X 3y y i)y 

= 1 F oM 3B CiiB 
-} X + M _I 

v z X "Tz" Y ih~ 

3.2 

This :relation holds to a 

Nm,y. writing equation 3.1 in Cartesian 

M 
:rs z z 3x 

M 
3B z z 3y 

M 
()B 

z z ""1i 



In th~ Gouy Me~nod ehe electromagnet provid~s a uni&irectional 

field bett-Jeen the poles in the x: direction owld.nR B .. ~ B. o 0 and a long - - y z 

thin sample is aligned in the z direction Bith one end between the 

magnet poles and the other in a Tclatively field free Tegion (see Fig 

3,1). In this configuration most samples in laboyato?y fi®lds hav~ 

negligible foyce exerted in the x and y djrections. so equation 3,3 

become~-

- 1 F v z 
o M 

X 

Volume susceptibility (K) is defined:-

M 
c X: 

B 
X 

Substituting into equation 3.4 gives:-

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

Now considering the arrangement of Fig 3,1. the small vertical force 

acting on the element of volume dV is given by:-

dF o dV K B 3,7 
Z X 

For a pot-Jder packed tube (see Fig 3.2) the elemental volume dV is given 

by:-

el~ental mass dV o ~~~~~~~ 
density of sample material 

a dz p
1 

t-Jhere a is the cross-sectional area of the sample 

3.8 

3.9 



Figure 3o1o Principle of the Gouy methode 

dz 

specimen tub~ 

~.~-»~dividua~ grain of 
density ~ 

g = 0--dm . 
~ a· dz 

cro5s= 
~~->.sectional <--

area., a 

Figure 3o2o An elemental volume of powdero 



pl is the p~cking density of th~ po~~~? 

and p2 is the density (specific gTaviey o~ ~~~material itself). 

Substituting into equation 3.7 gives 

dF z 
3.10 

and integTating from A to B (the end® of the sample colUiim) yields 
finally 

F 
z a K 3.11 

BxA and BxB can be determined via an initial calibTation mth a 

Hall probe and teslameteT and since p
1 

and p2 can be measured accurately 

the total volume susceptibility for tl<YO sample. K.r• can be determined 

2 2 
absolutely. (BxA - BxB ) should be as large as possible to make the 

reading of F greater and hence more accurate. 
z 

If the mateTial is a single substance the susceptibility of the 

substance is uniquely detenllined. and indeed K.r could be useful as a 

means of identifying the substance. 

HooeveT, if the sample contains 'iiiOre than one magentic componl!!!nt 

then KT is given by Wiedemann 9 s La~:-

3.12 

~heTI!!! a.b,c, ••• aT!!!! the fractional concentTations of the sample 

components A. B. C ••• whose volume susceptibilities are Ka• ~· Kc• etc9 

the experimental measuTement of ~ does not per se enable identification 

of the separate components, a task foT ~:rhich additional independent 

chemical and structural information is Tequired. 



Further. the assumption is made that ~ is a coustaut ind~p~~dcnt 

of applied field. ioeo that the sample is pa~amagnetic (or diamagn~tic); 

thus this calculation applied to ferromagnetics. f~rrimagnetic~ or 

superparamagnetics does not produce a true s~sceptibility as a result. 

However it is evident that a sample faili~g ~o produce the same value of 

susceptibility for cHfferent field val~es must contain some 

non~paramagnetic con ten~ • and also that the greater this content v a::he 

greater the force on the sample o In these cases measurement of force 

and calculation of susceptibilities at constant fields BxA and BxB. do 

provide useful comparative values "t:rbich should not be regarded as ntrue" 

susceptibilities in any of the senses 'e'hich this quantity is 

conventionally defined for hysteretic materialso Given that th® 

magnetisations associated 'e'ith ferr-omagnetics ar-e about five ordcn·s of 

magnitude greater than the diamagnetic or- paramagnetic magnetisations. 

the presence of such impurities should be readily detectable since their 

properties ~ill dominate even at lO't:r concentrations. and in such samples 

force becomes a measure 

10 susceptibility" impurity. 

3.2 Experimental Techniques 

of relative concentration of high 

The apparatus 't:fas set up as shO't:fn in Fig 3 o 3 o After- preliliiinar-y 

trials the optimum conditions of oper-ation ~ere determinedo The pyrex 

tube t:Yas of 2mm bore and 200mm in length and ~as always filled to a 

height of 188mm (approximately 2-3 grams of MgO po~der)o These 

dimensions insured ni!!!gligible magnl!!!tisation in the x and y directions 

and also that the upper boundary lay in a relatively field free region 

(7 o 5 mT) compared lrlth the field at the lo~er boundary (360 mT). A 

correction ~as made for thi!!! small susceptibility of thl!!! glass tube. 

Care ~as taken in pac~ing the po"t:rder to insure homogl!!!neity both in 

packing density and concentration of the various components of thl!!! 

po~der lliixtures. 



powder~d 
sam pte 

magnet 
·power 
supply 

tesLameter~~ cooootili? r 

\Q?-=-~giass sample holder 

-t-- electromagnet 

Figure 3a3o Apparatus for measuring volume 

susceptibility a 



and expe:rienced a fo:rc~a measu:rt2l<d as a mass em the electronic bmlancc;;. 

The force (given by equation 3.11) could ~12 ~asu:red tot 0.05 mg 

~2 -3 
implying an accuracy in volume measurement of ~ 2 JT m " The foEce 

It should be noted that the volume of the sample used fo:r 

concentration of highly magnetic i~u:riei~s may cause substantial 

differences in the susceptibilities of diffey~t samples taken from one9 

nominally homogeneous bulk specimen. Equally the successful use of the 

Oertling electronic balance depends on the precise maintenance of 

balance position and level. Any vibrations of the table on ~ich the 

balance stands 9 or even the effects of ai:r cu:rrents on the suspended 

sample introduce systematic changes in the readings" To improve 

acccuracy the apparatus assembly ~as :rebuilt to incorporate a very 

strong table 0 enclosure of the sample and ~ater cooling for the magnet 

enabling the use of higher filelds. The i.Iuproved apparatus produced 

greater repeatability of results (in spite of variations of 

ferromagnetic impurity concentrations) and allowed comparison bstT:1een 

similar 1~ susceptibility pol:1ders. 

3. 3 Results for Pun Magnesitml Oxids 

Several brands of pure magnesian oxide ~ere examined, the loT:1est 

susceptibility powder T:1as assumed to contain the least (higher 

susceptibility) contamination and ~as used &S the standard for control 

throughout the T:1orko 

Susceptibility ~asurements on the Koch-light (K-L) pure MgO T:1ere 

repeated to assess the accuracy of the mpparatus. The average of the 

measurements T:1as taken and thl! pe:rcentage e:rror calculated from thl2l 

greatest difference from the average. This gave an error of n± 2/5~. 
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The erro1rs a1risca ~ priws.E'ily p from inaccuracy in B~asuE'emcHtt of ucaight 

and field. The resolution of the balancca uas 0.11 but si:f' uceight 

readings ai:'e used to calculate the suscepU.bil:ity and thus .m balance 

inaccuracy is significant. particularly for lou susceptibility valu~Ss. 

Although the ~ffects of vibrations and aiE' cu1rrents uere minimi0~d uhen 

the apparatus assembly uas rebuiltp the erroi:'s due to these ucere ~~ill 

in excess of balance resolution. 

The error in field reading is caused by inaccuracy in IDeasurement 

techniquce (the Hall Probe IDUS'i:: be oriented for a maximum reading)p and 

the difficulty of taking thesca readings iiiakes H: impossible to assess 

field fluctuations with time. A different type of uncertainty in 

measurement is caused by inhomogeneities in packing density .mndp where 

impurities are present p because the dcansity (specific gravity) and 

susceptibility are not uniform for the uhole sample column. Nonra of 

these effects can be assessed easily. 

3.4 Results from Commercial Magnesia Powders 

Two groups of materials have been examined. The first comprised 

solid pieces cut from a fused MgO mcalt in order to find its 

susceptibility profilep (visual examination of the cross=section of the 

fused melt shows marked radial differences in both colour and texture 

indicative of impurity segregation). Parts of each solid specimcan uere 

ground individually to provide powdered material. 

The second group consisted of powdered magnesia saroplesp taken from 

stages of the manufacturing process p to assess th~ affects of the 

various treatments. Lists of the contents of each group ar~ given uith 

tha summary of 1results shoen later. All measurements uera mads at room 

temperature (20°C). 

It becam~ apparent that P tihilst several resdings tak~n fo'l' any 

given sample uera well l"lithin experimental elrTO'l' (1 2.5~) o if the 
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from the same stock them the readings coulcll cUffer by :2: 5% o S121veral 

readings were ther~fore taken for different powder of the same stock and 

an average value calculated for each stocko Given that care was taken 

to assure au <!!veu mix of the powder pa1rtd .. cles it seems unlikely that 

this variation in susceptibility could be caused entirely by variation 

of the percentage of pun~ MgO in each sample tubra o However~ Guch 

variation in the suscl!ptibility value would occur if there w~ere even 

very slight variations in the concentratioo of a high susceptibility 

impudtyo Impurities are known to be present in the commercial 

magnesias (the x-ray diffraction study revraaled patterns corresponding 

to Ironp Magnesioferrite etc) ~ich have high magnetisations at the high 

field value used to determine the susceptibility valueso 

3o4ol Results from Fusion Stage 

The results from the fusion are given in Table 3.2. The first 

point of note is that all the samples have susceptibility values greater 

-3 
than the value for pure MgO ( -20 o 3JT m ) thus all the fused samples 

have some impurity with a positive susceptibility value p i.e. ferro-

ferri~, or paramagentic impurity. 

The highest susceptibility values are found for the Bloch region; 

the value for the centre of this region being 9 or more times greater 

than the values for the other regions. Thus the impurity concentrations 

and/or the impuritiesv susceptibility valu~es here are greater. 

The samplas from the centre of the 'ii!elt have th~a next highest 

susceptibility values and these are about ~ce the values recorded for 

samples of green material taken from the region on the outer side of the 

black band. The chemical analysis shows that the average MgO content of 



"Pure" Magnesia Brands Volume_~us~~ptibilHy 
J T m ::!: 5% 

Aldrich Chemicals Gold Label Pure MgO - 5.4 

Johnson-Matthey Specpure grade Magnesia 25.8 

Koch~Light 99.998% pure magnesia ~20.3 

Spicer's 3N pure magnesia 21 

TABLE 3.1: Results from pure MgO 

Sample 
Code 

Batch I a 

b 

c 

Batch II a 

Batch II b 

c 
d 

e 

Batch II f 

Batch III 

Batch IV A 

Batch v 

Batch IV B 

TABLE 3.2: 

Sample Description 11 Vo.l.ume -1us!:~ptibility00 

(J T m ± 5%) 

MgO ~earest centre of melt 

" 

MgO near green/brown boundary 

Green end of green/brown boundary 

~ intermediate sections 

brown end of green/brown boundary 

MgO near green/brown boundary 

MgO from outer region 

MgO at green/black boundary 

Black material 

MgO at green/black boundary 

54 

37 

58 

24 

34 

26 
14 

10 

-5 

-9 

246 

465 

245 

Susceptibility data for specimens taken from a fused 
melt. 
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K a aK._ -:- bK 
sample --MgO impuriti2s 

where a is the fraction~! concent~ation of MgO and b is the fractional 

concentration of the volume 

susceptibility value fox- MgO from the centre (50JT~2 m - 3) p the volume 

susceptibility establishtad for pure MgO and the average MgO 

concentration for green ma~2rialp a value for the volume susceptibility 

of the impurities of K .., 2110 J 'i'-zm-3 was obtained. This 
impulrities 

value is of the order of those obtained for strong paramagnetic 

materials and it suggests that some of the impurities are strongly 

magnetic relative to the dia~gnetic MgO lattice. 

The x-ray diffx-actometry r2sults for th2 black region (see Chapter 

2) show more impurity peaksp stronger in intensity than those for other 

regions of the fusionp suggesting that the concentration of MgO (in 

equation 3.13 p 19a19
) is less in the Black region than the average 96.7% 

for green materialp or indeed even then the average of 94.1% for bro~ 

materialp and also that the value of K is different. Thus impurities 

solutions of the equation 3.13 lie along the line:-

465 o -20.3a ~ (l~a) K 
impurities 

where 465 is the value of K 1 for material of the black region p samp e 

-20.3 is the value of ~go· The solutions are plotted in the graph of 

Fig 3.4p for arbitrary values of 0 a 0
• 

The Wiedemann 9 s La~ calculation was performed for the other regions 

giving the K value for ~he green region betl1een the outer 
impurities 

for the outer region. This last result is the most surprising for p 
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2000 
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0 

Figure 3o4o Solutions of Wiedemann°·a Law for material of the 

black.region of the fusiono 
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region is greater than that for the inner green region~ (94.1% compared 

~ith 96.7% for inner region)o the susceptibility of the impurities has 

dropped to a tenth of the values for the green regions. This shows that 

the magnetic impurH:ies are concentrated in rche inner region and the 

non-magnetic impurities in the outer region. 

The same experiment- was repeated, this time using lower fields 

183mT at the bottom of the sample tube (A) and 3mT at the top (B). 

All the susceptibility values calculated for lower applied fields 

were greater than their high field counterparts. (see Table 3.3) 0 except 

for those of broYn MgO from the outer region, ~ere the t~o values ~ere 

the same. All the positive susceptibility values ~ere not constant ~th 

applied field, the ratio of high field values to lo~ field values being 

about 2~3. Thus the equation 3.5 defining susceptibility~-

M 
"' X 

B 
X 

3.15 

no longer holds, the graph of M against B is not a straight line as it 
X X 

would be for paramagentics, but instead the gradient decreas12s with 

increasing applied field, implying a saturation or hysteretic effect. 

Given the almost certain presence of MgF122o4 in the fusion (se12 Table 

2.4) this effect is not so surprising since MgFe
2
o4 is ferrimagnetic at 

room temperature and likely to saturat12 at fi12lds n12ar 360 mT. 

3.4.2 R12sults from Post-Fusion Stag12s of Processing 

As outlined in th12 Introduction the manufacture of commercial 

magnesia has several post-fusion stages (including milling • grinding o 

calcining and magnetic s12paration) being used to aid purification, and 

hence improv12 the electrical resistivity of the material. Grinding o 

(apart frOiil being essential, practically o to obtain the correct flo'e' 



Ssii!pl~ 

Code 
Saii!plc D~sciip~T(!}fi-- ~~wSu{;;lc~pUbil:il:y 10 00 Sulllc<a]i)Ullil1!.lityw=--

st DA c 183 BT at ~A c 360 ill~ 

uu 

c - iV 

Batch II a green MgO nee~ ~~e~~~~r~ 
boundary 

Batch II b Green end of green/~~o~ 
boundary 

~ ~ intermediate sections 

e bro~ end of green/b~oun 
boundary 

Batch II f bro~gO near green/bro~ 
boundary 

Batch III MgO from outer region 

Batch IV A MgO at green/blac& 
boundary 

Batch V Black region 

Batch IV B MgO at green/blac& 
boundary 

( J ~=2 D=3 :): 5Z) (J ~=2 E1=3 ±, 5%) 

53 

53 

37 
23 

13 

335 

753 

325 

37 

sa 

24 

26 
14 

10 

=9 

246 

465 

245 

TABLE 3.3: Susceptibility results using loeer fields. 



cha~acteriatics ~o perooit satisfactory filli~~ of heating elementa) also 

influences elect~ical prope~ties by introducing an additional 

resistivity factor bet~een the boundaries of one pa~ticle and the next. 

However. the mills of the COliliilercial plants lilaY auf fer we a~. thus 

int~oducing metallic impuri~y ~o the ~ea~lting powder. This facto~ may 

not be negligible as magnesia is one of the hardest. and therefore most 

abrasive. materials produced commercially 0 and the material introduced. 

invariably metal. is a good electrical co~ductor. Magnetic separation 

is generally us~d to assist with the removal of some metals. and other 

highly magnetic impurities. The material is passed through the strong 

magnetic field and the magnetic material is attrscted to the poles 

leaving a purer substance behind. The many different calcining 

p~ocesses may be divided into t~ broad categories : those where tha 

material is annealed. and those Bhere it is quenched. 

The effects of same·of the various stages of the commercial process 

were treated by taking samples from the fusion of innar (green) material 

and outer (brown) material and measuring their susceptibilities before 

and after grinding. annealing. quenching and magnetic separation. 

Distinctions betl:leen the inner and outer fused material could thus be 

investigated further. The results are shown in Table 3.4. 

The grinding stage increases the susceptibility (measured at full 

field) for both inner and outer material of the fusion The effect is 

greatly more dramatic in the outer than the inner region of the fusion. 

The most likely of a number of possible explanations for this feature is 

that the impurity in the fused outer magnesian ~as highly localised and 

thus did not feature in the earlier m2ssurements. It seems most 

unlikely that the outer material could erode more metal from the mill. 

as it is in fact noticeably more friable than the fused inner MgO. 

Considering only the inner resultD the impurity introduced on grinding 

is not greatly significant. 



A. Iuu®~ (g~®Qfi) IDat~~ial f~oiD K~~io~ 

Gdnding Ann®~ling 

BG:!fO~® 47 52 

Afte~ 52 35 

Grinding 

=9 121 

121 197 

Quenching 

U!J 

18 

Quenching 

116 

46 

Ma.gnede 
Sepa.~~tio1a 

30 

12 

Magnetic 
Separation 

49 

7.9 

C. Material ~ept f~om magnet poles 

Inner (g~een) 613 

oUter (bro~) 3886 

TABLE 3.4: Susceptibility ~@aulea f~oiD b~fore and after the vm~ious 
stages of c~er~~ml=~O manufacture. 
(measured in J T m at rooo temperaturev standard full 
field). 
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The inner and outer materials again sho~ distinc~ resp~ctiv~ 

results in the test of the annealing heat treatment. The Ulc!ltterial. 

having been heated to 600~800°C ~as cooled gradually. over many hours. 

to rootil temperature. The inner material reduced a little in 

susceptibility. ~hilst the outer material beca®e more magn~tic. Thh 

suggests that at least some of the impurities in the t~o materials are 

quit~ different 9 those of the outer material and containing a component 

(or components) that react on heating to enhance the magnetic 

properties. those of the inner material reducing the susceptibility. 

However. the alternative calcining process. ~here the heated 

material was quenched from 1800°C to about 100°C produces the same 

effect in both inner and outer materials. namely dramatically to reduce 

the susceptibility. This suggests that the high temperature phases in 

both materials are less magnetic than those formed at lower temperatures 

during annealing. The outer material is more magnetic than th~ innex- • 

again suggesting that it contained more and/ox- different impurities 

after fusion. 

The magnetic separation is notably more effective on the outer 

material. -2 -3 Apart from producing a less magnetic material (7.9 J T m 

-2 -3 for outer. 12 J T m fox- inner MgO) • the matex-ial dramt from the 

poles of the magnetic pole faces is greatly mox-e magnetic for outer than 

inner MgO (3896 to 613 J T-2 m-3). Thus. the impux-ity of the outer is 

much more readily separable. being of higher susceptibility than that of 

the inner. Inspection of the swept material shows significantly more 

MgO to be present amongst the separated (X'ed/bromt) material of the 

inner MgO than could be seen in the outer counterpart. 

Of the treatments tested only the annealing h~at treatment had a 

deleterious effect. and then only upon material from th~ outer paX'ts of 

the fused melt. 
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3.5 R@Bults f?om Ch?~rn~~~ped MgO and MagncoiochEornit® 

Recent electron spin resonance ~o?k [(Skinner 3.4)1 caTried out on 

single crystals of MgO &oped ~ith chromium in the range 760~9u500 p.p.m. 

suggested that a chrOIDium spinel ~as formed afteT a heat t?eatment 

simila? to som~ commercial calcining treatmentsu and since the 

commercial po~ders uere kno~ to contain chromium some specific 

investigations ~ere made on the Cr/MgO system. 

It uas first necessary to characterise the spinel in terms of its 

susceptibility. From literature ( 3. 51 MgCI:' 20 4 is deemed to be 

antiferromagnetic ~ith a Neel point of 4K. Thus at room temperatures 

the material is expected to be strongly paramagnetic. A pure MgCr 20 4 

powder (Alfa Chemicals 99% pure) was obtained and the susceptibility 

measured for various fields the results are shmm in Table 3.5. 

Although there is a slight decline in value uith increasing fieldp this 

is within experimental error and is possibly due to the impurities. The 

susceptibility could be calculated with the best accuracy from the 

gradient of a plot of force against (BA2 -BB2 ) ; see Fig 3.5. This gave 

-2 -3 a susceptibility for chromite of 1.501 J T m • 

Skinnerv s '!:1ork had been carried out using single crystals of MgO 

doped '!:lith Chromium which had been gro~ by electrofusion and supplied 

by W & C Spicer Ltd. (Cheltenham). Howeverp since powder uas required 

here. single crystal chippings. (taken from the edge of the single 

crystal fusion) were obtained from W & C Spicer Ltd. and were crushed to 

form powder sui tablil!! for the Gouy magnetometer. The chromium 

concentrations uere di!!termined by X-ray fluorescent analysis. as Wl!!re 

the typical concentrations of the impuritiesu (Table 3.6). 

The samples we~e heated for ~ houl:' to 800°C. the typical 

temperature of a hot heating element, and then q111ench cooled to Yooru 

temperature. The suscl!!ptibility uas measured again at half the full 



Cl!li:'X"i!!lilt to ID&gnl!l: pol@~ El 2 = ~ 2 Vo1WDI2 
g 0 

Susc!¥U~jlity 
(A) (T~) ± 2~ (J T m ) ± 2.5Z 

0 0 

5.0 0.072 1580 

6.0 0.097 1.5~7 

7.0 0.129 1543 

8.0 o. 161 1525 

9.0 0.193 1501 

10.0 0.222 1995 
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Figure 3o5o Variation of Gouy force on Mg Cr2 o4 with 

varying applied field~ 
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:w 

Silicon 1.5 

3) 

Nickel 2 

Ool 

Phosphorus 2 

Lead < 1 

SulphuX' 5 

Coppa X' < JL 

Zinc -s 

< 2 

Arsanic, Potassiu~ < 5 

Titanium <20 

-Barium <OoS 

Sodiuiil 1 

Z:i:ICconiUU~ 3 

TABLE 3.6: Typicml ioopuX'ity contant of SpiceX' single crystal 
CTC/'MgOo 
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fi~ld as uell as at th~ standard full fiel&. Tne ®arne pouders uere then 

x-eheated for 1 hr at 800°C and rem~Zasurecll .mfter coolingp and Hnllllly 

aftex- 2~ hrs at 800°C. The susceptibility meaaurements ~ere th®n 

calculated to see if thex-e uas any variatioo in ausceptib:Uity Bhich 

suggested the formation of th~ ~pinel. Th~ results are shoun in Tabl~ 

3.7. 

The initial susceptibilities p bo~h Stlt full fbld and hmlf Held 0 

appear to have no dependence upon the chxomium doping leveL All the 

samples had highei.' susceptibilities fox dn12 louex- field value than at 

full fieldp i.e. the susceptibility is not l:ine&Y" with field and the 

material is not paramagnetic. 

The first ~:Bo heat treatments both x-educe the susceptibilities for 

all the samples. After the fix-st heat treatment the half field values 

are still greater than the full field valuesp but after a further hour 

of heating the half field susceptibilities are lower than (or equal 

given the resolution of the balance) to theh: full field equivalents. 

Roweverp for the lower doping levels of chromium the values are 

negativep i.e. the materi&l is diamagnetic ; here again the force is not 

proportional to the field. 

The long heat treatment has the effect of raising the 

susceptibilities generally to a value a little below the initial value. 

The lower field values are again greater than their full field 

counterparts. 

The detachment of these results frog the ch1tomium concentrations 

was considered. The crystal chippings a1re taken from the edge of the 

fused single crystal regionp andp on comparison with single crystals of 

the sam~ chromium concentrationp were found to be darker and less even 

in colour. An X~ray diffraction spectrum of the unheated~gO (9p500 ppm 

Cr) crystal chippings was taken to assess the pruity of the as-received 



MGSSUY<EMGnts with 7.0 A suppliGd to ms~et Measur<Em~nte with 3.5A to elect~~gnl!t I ~C~/MgO 1hl1's hem<c 

l"a>tph tJri!S!Ciii<E1l'lt 

l (ppm CJr) 0 § 1~ 4 0 ~ u 4 

9 0 500 31 22 11.4 24.3 47.8 35.6 0 37.1 

7,400 31 0 -7.9 -4.5 18.6 20.8 0 0 

' 5 0 000 58.2 -4.13 0 28.4 68.1 9.8 0 34.0 

3 0 000 17.1 0 -12.8 -8.2 17.5 9.4 -26.2 -20.2 

1 0 300 -4.1 -12.3 -16.7 -4.0 16.8 8.4 -25.6 15.8 

760 35.7 0 -8.3 35.7 73.0 18.0 -17 64.2 

-·-~ -- --~--~ -- -- -- -- ---------- -- ---· -- -- --

TABLE :L 7: Susc~¥tt:i~~lity data for Cr/MgO crystal chippings 
(J T m ) 
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As the susceptibility results suggest, the magnetic properties are 

not dominated by the dopant chromium, but by impurities. Of the three 

main impurities~ magnesioferrite b most likely to be dominating th~ 

magnetic properties of the sample, as it is a ferrimagnetic, Nhereas the 

other substances making up the sample are either paramagnetic or 

diamagnetic. The ferrimagnetic MgFe2o4 ~ould not produce a linear 

relation bet~een force and field, and ~uld indeed tend to saturate at 

higher fields producing a lo~er gradient at higher applied field values. 

The apparent reduction in magnesioferrite after ~ hr and 1~ hrs of 

heat treatment is of interest, since the commercial po~ders ~ere found 

to contain magnesioferrite, (see Chapter 2) and the electrical 

properties (see intro) sh~ it to be lossy. Ro~everp ~ith no guide to 

the proportions of magnesioferrite present in the samples, little can be 

concluded from the present results. 

3.6 Results from Iron Doped Magnesia and Magnesioferrite/MgO Mixtures 

Previous electron spin resonance studies of iron-doped magnesia 

(Fe/MgO) sh~ed clustering (Inglis and Thorp 3. 6) and magnesioferrite 

formation on heat treatment (Inglis, Thorp and Russell 3. 7). In the 

latter study single crystals of MgO doped ~th iron in the range 100 to 

12,900 p.p.m ~eight Fe/MgO (W & C Spicer Ltd, Cheltenham) ~ere examined 

before and after heat treatment in oxygen in the temperature range 

600-800°C. After heat treatment an isotropic ferrimagnetic resonance 

appeared on the · ESR spectrum and the electron diffraction pattern 

revealed the appearance of a spinel pattern. In vi~ of these results 

it seems likely that the concentrations of iron and magnesioferrite in 

the commercial po~ders could be influenced by the calcining and indeed 

subsequent use of these products. 
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E~Jlllcdm~ntal cl "1Y&lu~s &CCO"i'clinfi~~o~"JI.·STM 
d va1uil:li!S 

MgO Mg0
2 1'1g2°3 MsFa: 0 2 4 F®203 

6.09 5.~5 

4.89 4.e9 

3.99 3.96 

3.87 3.84 

3.73 2. 74 3.75 

3.43 2. 72 

3.14 3.14 3.42 

2.96 2.96 

2.95 2.95 

2.70 

2.54 2.53 2.52 

2.47 2.48 

2.44 2.43 2.42 2.43 
2.41 

2.33 2.32 

2.11 2.11 

1.71 2.09 2.09 

1.66 1.66 1. 71 1.70 

1.64 1.63 

1.61 1.61 1.61 

1.49 1.49 

1.48 1.48 

1.41 1.41 

1.34 1.34 

1.27 1.27 

1.22 1.22 

1.21 1.21 

1.16 1.16 

TABLE 3.8: X=~ay cliff"i'action clmt~ fo~ C~/M~O singl~ CKY~t&l come~inin~ 
9500 ppm c~. 
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To confirm @nd charact~ri§e this ~ff~cto a similar study ~as made 

using the Gouy Magn~tomet~r, for ~ich powder uas required. Houever 0 in 

order to preset"Ve the ben~fii: of having u<Ell characterised starting 

material, and to give a good comparison with the study of the previous 

uorko each speciemen uas prepared by grinding single crystal chipping~ 

of the same composition and gro't:lth batch as the corresponding doped 

single crystal. The chippings (again" groBn by electrofusion by U & C 

Spicer Ltd) had iron concentrations in the ?ange 310 p.p.ID to 12.900 

p.p.m Fe/MgO as determined by X=ray fluorescent analysis. The 

measurements were made at room temperature using the Gouy technique as 

above. except that. due to an initial liiidt in simple availability" a 

shorter sample column was used. 

The ageing heat-treatment consisted of heating the powdered samples 

in oxygen at 800°C (as for the Cr/MgO samples). this being the treatment 

used in the previous uork to form the ferrimagnetic line. The 

susceptibility uas measured before heat treatment and. after quenching 

at intervals of half an hour during ageing; ageing times up to four 

hours were used. there being no pronounced changes subsequently. 

The initial collected results for the iron doped magnesia powders 

are shown in Fig 3.7. in which the susceptibility is plotted and a 

function of ageing time for each level of iron doping. Several points 

may be noted. For each specimen corresponding to a particular doping 

level there is a marked increase in susceptibility with time ; the rate 

of increase is largest in the initial stages of ageing and subsequently 

decreases to zero so as to give a constmnt value of susceptibility after 

about 2h ageing; this plateau region extends to the maximum ageing times 

used (about 4h). Comparison of the behaviur of the different specimens 

shows that the susceptibility values in th<2 plateau x-egions increase 

successively with increasing iron concentration although the times taken 

for the various specimens to reach the plateau region are approximately 
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constant. 'The data given in Fig 3. 7 provides direct ~vidence foT tlh~ 

formation of a high=susceptibility magnetic phase ~fter heat treatment 

and the occurrence of a plateau in each instance implies duH: all the 

available iron has been conv~rted. The higher values of resultant 

susceptibility after ageing foT the higher iron concentrations ar~ to be 

expected on the grounds that more iron is available for conversion. 

Examination of the dat& for the specimens in the ~Qas=gromt99 !3tmte, i.e. 

before ageing, also sho~s that whereas the susceptibility of the 

specimen with the lowest doping level {2300 ppm Fe) is comparable with 

that of pure (undoped) MgO, there is a significant increase in initial 

susceptibility with concentration. Although even in the extreme case of 

s =2 =3 the 12,900 ppm Fe specimen this initial increase (to 0.4 x 10 JT m ) 

is still quite small in comparison to the much greater inc1rease (to 2.8 

::d05 JT-
2 m - 3) after 4 h ageing" this result provides confirmation of 

3+ the deduction from magnetic resonance Fe spin-count data that in the 

3+ 
as-gro~ crystals not all of the iron is in the Fe state. 

The validity of a two-phase model for the system may be assessed by 

examining the variation of this resultant susceptibility with iron 

concentration in terms of the applicability of Wiedemann°s law. If one 

postulates a two phase system consisting of the pure MgO (or MgO 

3+ containing Fe substituted as isolated ions at cubic siUs) and a 

single magnetic phase 0 the magnesioferrite phase 0 the overall resultant 

susceptibility will be given by: 

ItT "' ale + bk__ 
-~gO -~gnesioferrite 

3.16 

where a and b are the respective volums fractions of ths reo phases. 

Here k 
0 

<< k i f 
1 

so to a good approximation the resultant 
-~g -~agnes o erY te 

susceptibility should vary linearly ~th iron concsntration. When ths 

equilibrium value data from Fig 3. 7 ars used to show the variation of 



resultant susceptibility with iron concentra~ion the plot of Fig 3.8 is 

obtained. Up to concentrations of 8300 ppa Fe a reasonable fit to a 

linear variation is obtained but it is noticeable that the points 

corresponding to the two higher concentrations depart considerably from 

the extrapolation of the lin<e fitting the l<ruer concentratioTI dat8l. 

This suggests the possibility of the breakdo'l:ffi of the two phase model 

and perhaps the occurrence of an addU:ioual magned.c phase at high 

doping levels. It is interesting to note also that the magnetic 

resonance data showed that an intermediate state characterised by a 

strong isotropic ESR line, exists as a precursor to the formation of 

fully ferrimagnetic material, adding weight to this explanation. This 

additional magnetic phase would be very unlikely to be caused by 

impurities as these are present at such lou concentrations compared with 

that of the iron (e.g. Nickel 2 ppm wt percent, Manganese 0.1 ppm at 

percent [Table 3.6] ). The present results are not adequate further to 

support or reject this conjecture. 

However, the departure from the straight line predicted by 

Wiedemann's law may be explained in other ways. From equation 3.11, the 

calculated suscpetibility, k, depends directly on the Force measured on 

the balance, given that the field values were constant and the packing 

densities were very similar for all the susceptibilities calculated. 

From equations 3. 5 and 3. 6 it is found that the force measured on the 

balance is given by~-

F o V M 3Bx 3.17 
Z X Tz 

The magnetic properties of the samples in question ~11 be dominated by 

the ferrimagnetic properties, even though more than 98% of the sample is 

MgO. Thus the force measured (e.g. 3.13) is approximately equal to the 
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product of the volume of fe~rite. the magnetisation per unit volume of 

ferrite and the constant quantity 3Bx. 

3z 

The volume of ferrite may increase with increasing iron concentration. 

as. at higher concentrations. the average distance betw~en iron ions is 

lower and clustering is thus more likely. This would imply that. at 

saturation. a lower proportion of the iron dopant formed clusters in low 

concentration powders than in higher concentration powders. 

If this is the case then the measured susceptibility of the sample, 

~· given by Weidemannvs law as suggested at equation 3.12:-

kT ~ a ~0 + b ~gnesioferrite 

(again, assuming that the susceptibility of ~gO is approximately equal 

to zero) can be given by:-

b ~agnesioferrite 3.18 

If ~gnesioferrite could be established then the fractional 

concentration of ferrite, b. and its relationship to the initial iron 

concentration could be determined. 

It is obviously necessary to ascertain the susceptibility of 

magnesioferrite. To this end Alfa-Ventron 99;998% pure magnesioferrite 

(MgFe204) was diluted with Aldrich Chemicals pure magnesia in order to 

measure the vsusceptibilityu of the former ~ich is far too magnetic to 

be measured undiluted ; (the transverse forces are not negligible and 

the sample is attracted to one of the magnet pole faces). Four samples 

were prepared at about 0.25. 0.67, 3.7; and 6.3% magnesioferrite by 

volume ; the last was too magnetic to yield accurate measurement. The 

results are given in Table 3.9. The measurements were made in 
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accordance with the standard set by previous data, i.e. they were made 

at room temperature (20° C) when 7 amps were supplied to the 

electromagnet inducing a field of 360 mT between the poles and the 

column height was 138 mm. From these results the susceptibility of 

MgFe
2
o

4 
was determined using Wiedemann's law of equation 3.13; these 

results are also shown in Table 3.9. -2 -3 An average of 872000 J T m is 

calculated from the lower percentage mixtures, an enhancing effect being 

apparent for the highest concentration, probably caused by the 

attraction of the sample to the magnet poles. The samples are, of 

course, non-paramagnetic and hence this value is only of use in 

comparison with other measurements made on the same apparatus, at the 

same field and with samples of the same column height. 

The procedure on the Fe/MgO powdered chippings was therefore 

repeated using the standard column height, and new stock (see Fig 3. 9 

and 3.10). The results implying the presence of a strongly magnetic 

phase, even before heat-treatment, and again reinforcing the findings of 

Thorp et al [3.6] suggesting clustering in as-received crystals even at 

low concentrations. It is difficult to understand how the 

susceptibility of the 12,900 ppm Fe/MgO powder could be half that of the 

8,000 ppm Fe/MgO powder. The ESR data on these samples (see Chapter 

4) also suggested a marked departure from the pattern of lines and 

linear widths of the lower iron-concentrations, so discussion is 

primarily based on powders of 8500 ppm Fe or fewer ppm Fe/MgO, although 

the results on 12,900 ppm Fe/MgO are not totally discounted. It is 

noted that the iron concentrations quoted are for single crystals of the 

centre of the melt, where good homogeneity can be achieved. However, 

the present samples are taken from the edge of the melt which is less 

liable to be homogeneous and being less crystalline is prone to being 

less pure. 



Volume % of 
Magnesioferrite 
in Aldrich pure 

magnesia 

0 

0.25 

0.67 

3. 71 

6.32 

Total volume 
1 susceptibility v 

at 7 amps 
(J T-2 m-J) ~ 5% 

0 

5. 771 

32.840 

59,300 

Ferrite volume 
'susceptibility' 

at 7 amps 
(J T-2 m-J) ± 5% 

866,100 

886,200 

TABLE 3.9: Susceptibility Data for Magnesioferrite/Magnesia Mixtures. 

Concentration of Total volume Total volume 
Fe in MgO (ppm) 'susceptibility' 'susceptibility' 

at 7 a~ps 
(J T-2 rn- ) ± 5% 

a!2 3.~3amps 
(J T m t 5% 

310 - 4.28 0.0 

2,300 -25.4 34.8 

4,300 128.8 157.9 

8,500 552.2 934.2 

12,900 
273.2 491.2 

TABLE 3.10: Susceptibility data for as-received Fe/MgO powdered 
chippings. 
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The values of 9 b 9 the fractional concentration of magnesioferTite. 

calculated using equation 3.14 are sho'I:1Tl in Table 3.11. As b is h~ere 

assumed to be proportional to ~ the graph of b against hours of heat 

treatment for the various initial iron concentrations will be of the 

form of that for kT against ageing time (see Fig 3.9) and the graph of 

fractional concentration at saturation against initial iron 

concentration will be of the form of FiguTe 3.10. 

Referring now to Table 3.11. the greatest value of b calculated was 

0.803% for the MgO + 8.500 ppm Fe sample after 3~ hours heating. The 

equivalent value for the 4,300 ppm Fe sample was 0.241%. However it is 

generally of more use to compare the values of b with the weight 

fraction of iron in the as received samples, (see Table 3.12). For the 

8,500 ppm iron sample after 2§ hours of heat treatment. the ratio is 

greater than one. This could be explained by the addition of Magnesium 

and Oxygen atoms to the iron to form ferrite, but little more can be 

conjectured from these results. 

3.7 Further Studies using the Gouy Magnetometer 

The results discussed above revealed surprisingly detailed features 

of the non-paramagnetic systems investigated, especially given that the 

Gouy Magnetometer all~s absolute measurement of the susceptibility only 

of pure paramagnets that are completely free from ferromagnetic 

impurity. Indeed, it is generally held [Crangle 6.1; Bates 6.2] that 

the method is inaccurate and misleading for any sample where the 

apparent susceptibility depends to some extent on the applied field. 

because different parts of the specimen are situated in different and 

undefined fields. 

H~ever, the Gouy Magnetometer actually measures the force exerted 

on a balance by a sample in a variable magnetic field. and the form of 

the relation between the force and field reveals greatly more about the 

non-paramagnetic sample than the calculated susceptibility values. 
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Fe/MgO Samples 
heat::t.~ime 316 2 ,-3oo ~~""=" -

a.soo 4,300 12.900 
(h_!"s) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

·0 -0.0005 ~0.0003 0.015 0.063 0.031 

~ 0.001 0.009 0.145 0.530 0.258 

1 0.0009 0.029 0.183 0.645 
{ 

H 0.0009 0.037 0.206 0.691 0.258 

2 0.0007 0.043 0.229 0.708 0.2687 

2~ 0.0007 0.046 0.238 0.745 0.767 

3 0.0001 0.046 0.244 0.756 0.298 

3~ 0.0001 0.052 0.241 0.803 0.298 

TABLE 3.11: Calculated values of fractional concentrations. b. of 
magnesioferrite in aged samples in ~ volume 

Fe/MgO Sample 

hours of 310 2,300 4,300 8,500 12,900 
heati.!lfl. m m m 

0 -0.020 -0.001 0.044 0.093 0.051 

~ 0.004 0.049 0.430 0.789 

1 0.037 0.159 0.538 0.959 0.421 

H 0.037 0.204 0.605 1.028 0.421 

2 0.029 0.236 0.674 1.053 0.435 

2~ 0.029 0.253 0.699 1.107 0.435 

3 0.004 0.253 o. 717 1.124 0.485 

3~ 0.004 0.286 o. 708 1.195 0.485 

TABLE 3.12: Calculated ratios of fractional concentration of magnesi.Cil~ 
ferrite to initial fractional ~eight concentration of 
dopant iron. 
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Comparison of the electron spin resonance results (Chapter 5) with 

the susceptibility results for. the Fe/HgO system (Chapter 3, section 

3.6) suggests that magnetic properties are dominated by the formation of 

a ferrimagnetic phase whose concentration increases with increased iron 

concentration and on heat treatment in oxygen. Furthermore, the broad 

line, which is obscured thus to increase in intensity in the series of 

ESR spectra> is very similar to the broad line observed in the 

commercial products investigated. Therefore the force against field 

relation of the Fe/MgO system was investigated with the Gouy 

Magnetometer in order further to characterise its magnetic properties. 

A previous study of similar systems (Wirtz and Fine 6.3] which was 

made using a vibrating sample magnetometer and single crystals, 

attributed the susceptibility enhancement caused by heat treatment in an 

oxidising atmosphere to the formation of a superparamagnetic precipitate 

of the ferrimagnetic mangnesium ferrite. It is possible that the same 

would occur in a powdered sample, and that it could be detected using a 

Gouy Magnetometer measuring the variation of force with field. 

Magnetic particles that are smaller than single domain particles, 

i.e. particles that contain only a few thousand atoms, still have 

intrinsic magnetisation and Curie temperature that are essentially 

independent of particle size. However, the magnetic anisotropy energy 

of such a particle is proportional to its volume, and hence, at these 

very small volumes the magnetic energy of the particle approaches its 

thermal energy, kT. This causes the magnetisation vector to fluctuate 

in a thermally activated, manner. 

An assembly of such particles will therefore have no magnetisation 

even after a field has been applied (and removed), although significant 

relaxation time T may occur on approach to the superparamagnetic region, 

decreasing rapidly as the magnetic energy approaches kT (see Table 

3.13). 



TABLE 3.13: 
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0 

kT 

50 

25 
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1 

T ( S) 

5 X 10 12 

10 2 

10-1 

2 X 10-5 

3 X 10-g 

Relaxation times of single-domain particles 
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In an applied field" J:l" on sas0.mbly of n guch particloo peT unH: 

volUIDe 0 each of volume, v, and gaturation ID£lgnetisation, M , at absolute 
s 

temperature, will have an apparent magnetisation,MA,given by~-

~ n M V coth 
s 

kT 

MVB s 

(3.19) 

For such a sample suspended in a Gouy magnetoMeter, the fore®, oF, 

acting on an element of column length,oz, and cross~section, a, in the 

transverse field,B ,is~ 
X 

6F "" z (3.20) 

Combining equations 3.19 and 3.20 and integrating with respect to B 

between the top and the bottom of the sample column, the force acting on 

the balance has been derived [Williaros, Hoon and Thorp 3ol0] 

F c ankT 1n BB sinh (MsVBA) 

B A sinh (Ms VBB) 

(3 0 21) 

When the field at the top of the sample, BB, is much smaller than 

that at the bottom of the sample column,BN then:-

F "' ankT in kT sinh MsVBA (3o22) 
MsVBA kT 

If MsVBA » 1 then:-
kT 

F "' anM V B - kT ll.n 1\VBA (3 0 23) 
s A MsV kT 

and if MsVBA «1 then:-

kT 

2 2 

F "' 1 aB2 nM V 
(3. 24) s 

2 A 3kT 
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In favourable condH::ions these equations may be used to gain 

estimates of nM V and M V. 
s s 

For pure paramagneticsp the gradient of the plot of Gouy 

Magnetometer force against (B2 = B2) is constant and proportional to the 

A B 

susceptibility. It is known that plots for heat-treated Fe/MgO powders 

and also for the commercial products cannot have a constant gradient p 

since the susceptibilities measured at full and half field values were 

not the samep for each of these samples. Figure 3.11 shows the plot of 

force against B2 = B2 for three concentrations of Fe/MgO that had been 

A B 

heat treated in oxygen for 3~ hours at 800°C. The ~ susceptibility 9 

values given in Chapter 3 are proportional to the gradients of the lines 

joining the highest field points to the origin. 

This is clear confirmation that the samples are not paramagneticp 

and also that they are not hysteretic p i.e. the values of force for 

increasing field are the same as those fot' subsequently decreasing 

field. This adds weight to the suggestion that a superparamagnetic 

precipitate is formed. 

Figure 3.12 shows the form of the plot of fot'ce against field 

typically found for superparamagnets at low field. (b) and (c) p for 

MV paramagnetics (d) and theoretically predicted as s tends to infinitity 

kT 

[3.10]. 

This may be compared with the force and field plot obtained for the 

above three samples shoen in Fig 3.13. The corresponding crossed points 

show the plot for the a paramagnetic of the susceptibility value given 

to the respective samples in Chapter 3. In view of the close agreement 

of the form of the experimental results plotted in Fig 3.13 with the 
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traces shoBn for superp8ramagnetics in Fig 3.12. th~ heat treated Fe/MeO 

samples seem most likely to obtain a superparamagnetic precipitate. 

Unfortunately the Gouy balance used is not sufficiently accurat~. 

nor the conditions generally sufficiently favourable to allow a 

reasonable estimate of the quantities nM V or M V. 
s s 

Two commercial products were also investigated? but the variation 

in force with applied field was too small to yield any useful 

information. It should be noted that the Fe/MgO samples. after 3~ hrs 

heat treatment were too lossy to allm:r ESR spectra to be plotted • 

whilst the broad line of the commercial magnesias (although very similar 

to that of the Fe/MgO samples that was observed to increase after heat 

treatment) was not sufficiently intense to cause any ESR measuring 

difficulties. Nonetheless it seems quite possible that this lossy 

precipitate is present in the heat-treated commercial magnesias. and in 

view of the previous work (3.9] that it is indeed magnesioferrite. 
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PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE 

Electrofi SpiYl Resonance (ESR) h a tedmique employing 

electromagnetic radiation to determine the separation of energy levels 

in atoms and ions. If energy equal to the separation energy is supplied 

to the atoms then their electrons absorb it and are excited frooo a lower 

to a higher level. Thus observation of the resonant frequencies at 

which absorption occurs yields information about the energy levels of 

the atoms and ions. 

In ESR the energy is supplied in the form of microwave radiation 

of frequency often at about 9 GBz ; this does not necessarily correspond 

to the energy separation of neighbouring levels p but rather to the 

energies by which a single degenerate level may be split. The 

application of a strong external d.c. magnetic field, Zeeman splitting; 

the interactions of electrons with nuclear spin magnetic moments; and 

surrounding atoms exerting an €lectrical field, are all causes of such 

splitting, and hence evaluation of splitting energies may yield 

information about the local environment of the atom or ion. 

Electrons in all materials may be considered as possessing two 

types of motion : motion around the nucleus of the atom giving rise to 

orbital angular momentum; and motion of the electron spinning about its 

own axis giving rise to intrinsic spin angular momentum. Since 

electrons have charge, both these angular momenta produce magnetic 

moments, so a free electron will behave like a magnetic dipole with a 

tendency to align ~th the direction of an applied field. 
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of opposio~ spins so th~~e is no net magnetic moment to inte~act ~ith an 

applied field or with the incident electro'il1Qgnl2tic radiation. Thus 

useful information can be gained only from atoms or ions eher~ there is 

an unpai~ed electron giving ~ise to ~ ~esidual ~gnetic dipole momen~o 

i.e. from paramagneticsp (hence ESR is also referred to as electron 

paramagnetic resonance). In these atoms the dipole moment intet'acts 

with the magnetic component of the electromagnetic radiation absorbing 

energy. 

There are several classes of materials in ~hich unpaired electYons 

may exist : some transition metals and rare earth compounds have an 

unpaired electron in the incompleta! d or f orbitals fr-ee radicals 

leave a bonding electron associated with only one atom 

electrons or holes trapped at point defects g some atoms and molecules 

possess an odd number of electrons. and in metals and semiconductors the 

conduction electr-ons can cause paramagnetism. In such materials the 

allowed energy level of the unpaired electron may be shifted and split 

by its interaction with electric and magnetic fields. 

For paramagnetic ions (e.g. F 
3+ 

e • distributed 

substitutionally in a diagmagnetic host lattice (e.g. MgO) the magnetic 

properties of the material are essentially those of the paramagnetic 

ions. modified from the free ion situation by the influence of the 

crystalline electric field arising from the host lattice and the 

difference (if any) in electric charge between the doping ion and the 

divalent magnesium at the impurity ion site. The resultant splitting. 

in the absence of an external magnetic field is knomt as ovzero field 

splitting". However the application of a magnetic field produces 

Zeeman splitting of each of the Kramers doublets as sho~ in Fig 4.1. 
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caus~ §plitting by ~nergy separations cooparable to that of th~ 

microwave radiation). While many ESR sp~e~ra a~e observable at room 

2? 
temperatul:'t?l • some signals (e.g. Fe ) may be detr2cted only at liquid 

nitrogen (270 K) or even liquid helium (~ 4 K) tempeatures. The 

materials may be in single crystalD sintered polycrystalline or powd~r 

complex 

interpretation and also present difficulties in experimental handling. 

particularly at lou temperatures. 

For power absorbtion to occur the energy of the incident radiation 

must exactly match that of the energy separation of the split level 9 

i.e •• in classical termsp resonance occurs. To achieve this condition 

experimentally. it is more convenient to keep the microwave frequency 

fixed and to vary the energy level separations by vaYiation of the 

external magnetic field. which is ~ept in the immediate vicinity of the 

resonance condition(s). Thus a dynamically recuri"ing. !'ather than a 

static point-by-point event is observed. 

The last mentioned splitting mechanism is caused by 

electi"on-nuclear interactions and is tet'lDed hypei"fine splitting. The 

magnitude of this splitting is proportional to both the nucleai" magnetic 

moment and the probability of finding the electron at the nucleus. 

Thus ESR spectra may contain information about the charge state. 

type of binding. amount of interaction with suri"ounding nuclei. and the 

symmetry of the environment of the pai"amagnetic centi'eS present in the 

material. Additionally comparison with theoretical free electron 

behaviour gives an indication of crystal field strength and degree of 

spin=orbit coupling. Finally. since the area under an absorption line 

is proportional to the number of unpaired spins. ESR can be used as a 

method of determining paramagnetic defect concentrations. 
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ESR :hi a po"'e?ful l':ool for the study of pa?amagnel':ic 

defects in insulato?s since it detects signals only from the 

paramagnetics" not from the insulator and thus can detect very lo"' 

concentrmtions of impurity to resolutions s~fficient to yield detail~d 

models for the paramagnetic centres p?esent. 

4.2 Theory of the Single F?ee Electron 

All signals detected by ESR must have an unpaired electron whose 

particular environment is determined hy its difference from the 

theoretical single free electron as defined below. 

Quantum Theory states that the angular momenta and hence magnetic 

moment of an electron may hold only certain discrete values. In the 

simplest case of a single free electron there can be no orbital angular 

momentum. and the only allowed value of spin angular momentum is given 

by:-

p = 
s 

1 h 
2 2'ii 

and the corresponding magnetic moment by:-

JJ Cl 

s 
eh 

4w me 
= B 

(4 .1} 

(4. 2} 

where e and m are charge and mass of the electrons and h and c are 

Planckus constant and the speed of light respectively. B is the Bohr 

magneton. the unit of magnetic moment. 

If an external magnetic field. H • 
0 

is applied the electron 

experiences a torque which tries to align its magnetic moment vector. ~· 

with the direction of the field. H~ever. quantisation restricts the 
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possible orientations of th~ vec~or to e~clude that of H o 90 the torqu~ 
0 

forces the magnetic moment to prec~ss around the field direction at an 

angular frequency,oo o independen~ of orientation and given by:= 
0 

as shown in Fig 4.2. 

(4 0 3) 

y is the gyromagnetic ratio and the ratio of magnetic moment to 

10 ~1 ~1 
angular momenta (17.6 x 10 second T for a free electron). 

The energyp Eo of the magnetic dipole momento ~. is dependent on 

orientation ~ith respect to the applied field and is given by:-

E "' J.J H cos e 
0 

(4.4) 

~here 9 is the angle bet~een the magnetic field and the axis of the 

dipole. In the case of the free electron there are only t~o allo~ed 

orientations of the magnetic moment corresponding to "spin=upn and 

"spin-do~" (there being no orbital magnetic moment) and thus equation 

4.4 becomes:-

E a M 8 H s 0 
(4.5) 

~here M are the magnetic quantum numbers of the allowed energies. i.e. 
s 

Thus the applied field has split the energy level into ~o levels 

separated by energy 28H • 
0 

degeneracy lifted by H • 
0 

i.e. the ground state has a t~o-fold 
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In gen~ral, i.e. for all systems, equation 4.5 becomes:-

E "' gB H 
0 

(4. 6) 

where g is a numerical factor determined experimentally. Making 

relativistic corrections to the above theory g, for a single free 

electron is 2.0023. 

4.3 The Paramagnetic Ion in the Crystalline Environment 

A free ion has spin and orbital angular momenta assigned by quantum 

numbers S and L respectively. The total angular momentum has a quantum 

number J which is the vector sum of L and S. Quantum theory states that 

the ground state of such an ion has degeneracy of (2J Y 1) in the 

absence of an applied magnetic field. 

HOt?ever, the strong crystalline electric fields may modify the 

quantum state by breaking the coupling between L and S, i.e. quenching 9 

thus causing ground state degeneracy due to S alone of (2S + 1). The 

higher orbital states are usually far removed from,the ground state by 

energies corresponding to quanta of optical frequency radiation. 

The crystal field also causes a lifting of the degeneracy of the 

ground state by energies corresponding to microwave quanta (or less). 

This lifting is limited by Kramer's Theorem which states that an ion 

with an odd number of unpaired electrons must retain two-fold degeneracy 

of these levels. 

In reality the spin-orbit coupling is not completely broken and so 

the degeneracy of the ground state does not correspond to the true spin 

quantum number of the free ion, but to an effective spin quantum numbei'p 

sv, corresponding to an observed degeneracy of (2S' Y 1). 
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The application of a magnetic field causes further lifting (se~ Fig 

4.1 and eq. 4.6):-

(4. 7) 

where M is the quantum numbers (between S and Sv) and g is the 

spectroscopic splitting factor. The deviation of this quantity from the 

free electron value of 2.0023 is a measure of orbit quenching (i.e. 

spin-orbit coupling). 

Similarly p theory also declares that transitions only for spin 

state separations of 8M ., 1 may be seen. Since the crystallin® field 

breaks do~ the pure spin states,this rule may be broken and so=called 

11 forbidden transitionsvv may be seen, e.g. for an ion of S9 
a 3/2 (e.g. 

cr3
+) an energy levelp I i>p may be described mth eigenvectors a

1 
p bi 

etc:-

(4.8) 

where the eigenvectors are normalised by:-

= 1 (4. 9) 

4.4 The Spin Hamiltonian and Energy Levels 

The Hamiltonian Operator, is a convenient description of the energy 

of an atom containing unpaired electrons and nuclei with non-zero spins. 

(4 0 10) 
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The first three terms comprise the atomic Hamiltonian and the las~ 

six foLLil the spin Hamiltonian. The operatoJr Bel accounts for electron 

kinetic and potential energy and ~lectron-electron repulsion. and is not 

seen in microwave spectroscopy. The crystalline field operator HCF is 

also too great to be detected directly by microwave frequencies • but 

represents energies which have a stX"ong influence on the magnitude of 

Spin Hamiltonian parameters. It has the general form~-

(4.11) 

where Vis the potential of the crystalline field and xi" yi, z
1 

are the 

th co-oX"dinates of the i electron of the unfilled shell. 

The spin-orbit operator HLs is proportional to the dot-product of 

the spin and orbit vectors, and forms part of both the atomic and the 

spin Hami 1 toni an:-

1\s ., ). t. s (4 .12) 

These energies are much smaller than the HCF energies, and may be 

seen in microwave spectroscopy. However, if the resultant angular 

momentum of the ion is zero (i.e. S ground state as opposed to S' ground 

state) then ~S o 0. 

The general spin-spin operator HSS is given by:-

1 L (L + l)S(S + 1) 
3 

(4.13) 

and represents energies of magnitude similar to the electronic Zeeman 
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(magnetic field splitting) operator. H • uhich is given by equations 
Ze 

4.6 and 4o7 or:~ 

Hz :::: g a H. s e n--

The equivalent nuclear Zeeman term H is given by:
Zn 

H 
Zn 

( 4 0 14) 

(4ol5) 

where S is the nuclear Bohr magneton and I the nuclear spin quantum 
n 

number. The nuclear spin-spin interaction takes the same form as the 

spin-orbit coupling operator:-

J I. I (4o16) 

and similarly for the hyperfine operator:-

'11F "' A S. I (4.17) 

However the microwave spectroscopy terms can be collected together 

in the Spin Hamiltonian if the effect of HCF (eqo4oll) is taken into 

account using the effective spin S 9 
-

H a s ( 4 0 18) 
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Thus~ ~sing the Spin Hamiltonian" the solutions of:= 

(see eqs. 4.8o 4.9) may be deTived in teX'IDS of Ei" the eigenvalues 

(energies) of the states i>. (see eqns. 4.8. 4.9 and Reference 4.1). 

4.5 Microwave Powey- Absorption 

To detect the splitting of the electron energy levels 0 transitions 

must be excited between two levels by electromagnetic radiation of 

frequency,v. such that:= 

hv o gB H 
0 

The transition is induced by the oscillating magnetic field 

component exerting a torque on the electronic magnetic moment and thus 

altering its energy. There is an equal probability of absorption and 

emission of power on interaction between the microwave beam and 

electron; the net absorption relies on there being an excess population 

of electrons in the lower level. The relative populations are given by 

Boltzmann statistics:= 

"' exp -
gS h 

0 

kT 
(4. 21) 

where n1 and n2 are the populations in the uppeT and lower levels 

respectively. Poeer absorption is temperature sensitive and increases 

as temperature decreases. improving the ESR signal-to-noise ratio. 
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To a first approximation the population diffeyence n "' n
2 

- u
1 

between the levels may be expressed as:-

n (4.22) 

where N is the total population of unpaired spins. Integration of the 

detected absorption intenaity with respect to the varying applied 

magnetic field gives a measure of the total net power absorbedp Pp ~-

p a (4.23) 
3kT 

Showing the power absorbed to be proportional to the number of 

unpaired electrons present in the sample. In practice. then. the levels 

have a narro~ but finite band of energies • and the excitations occur 

over a range of magnetic field values giving an absorption line of 

finite width. 

4.6 Paramagnetic Relaxation 

At any given temperature the line~Jidth of an ESR • signal is 

determined primarily by relaxation processesp i.e. mechanisms by which 

the spin system attains thermal equilibrium. The main relaxation 

mechanisms. are spin-spin relaxation. spin-lattice relaxation and 

cross-relaxation. 

The time taken for a spin system to return from an initial 

perturbed state to a state in thermal equilibrium is known as the 

relaxation time. The spin-spin relaxation time depends upon the square 

root of the spin population and is inversely proportional to the cube of 

the interatomic spacing and thus is invariably proportional to the cube 
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of the interatomic spacing and hence it is invariably the shortest of 

the relaxation times with typical values of about 10-9 seconds. The 

spin-lattice relaxation time is much greater since it depends on the 

much weaker residual spin-orbit coupling present theory proposes that 

the lattice vibrations (phonon) modify the crystalline field at the 

paramagnetic centre which in turn modifies the orbital angular momentum 

and, via spin-orbit coupling • the phonons are weakly coupled to the 

spin. The importance of this is that, as the linewidth is approximately 

inversely proportional to the (spin-lattice) relaxation time, the 

experimental conditions must be adjusted to ensure that the latter is 

relatively long (i.e. milliseconds) so that the energy in the absorption 

line is confined to a relatively narrow, and hence observable, width 

rather than being too spread out and undetectable above the noise level. 

2+ 
As mentioned before, these considerations apply to Fe /MgO and also to 

2+ 
Co /MgO. 

4.7 Experimental 

Most ESR spectrometers operate on similar principles, and since 

all the measurements were made using a Varian V-4502-12 9 GRz (X-band) 

spectrometer (see Fig 4.3, and reference 4.1), this model can be used to 

illustrate the general features of spectrometer design and operation. 

The microwave source, an X-band Klystron (1), can be tuned to 

produce an output frequency in the range 9-10 GHz. The r . f . power 

applied to the samp.le is controlled by the variable attenuator (2), and 

an isolator (3) protects the Klystron from damage by radiation reflected 

from the hybrid tee (4). The hybrid tee or microwave bridge is a device 

which will not permit microwave power to pass directly from one arm to 

the opposite arm. Power entering from arm 1 (see figure 4.3) is divided 

equally between arms 2 and 3. Arm 3 is terminated by the microwave 

cavity (5) and ann 2 is terminated by a matched load (6). The 



1 Klystron 12 Hall probe 

2 Attenua tor 13 Sawtooth 

3 Isolator modulaTion 

4 Hybrirl ~e 14 Oscilloscope 
5 Cavity 15 10 KHz sweep generator 
6 Load 16 Klystron reflector voltage 
1 Detector 17 Phase-sensitive detector 
8 Coupling 18 100KHz sweep oscillator 
9 Tuner 19 Lock - in ampiifEr and 

10 ~gnet phase-sensitive detector 
11 Supply anrl 20 Chart recorder 

sweep unit 
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crystal detector (7) o located iil aX'l!l 4 0 rec!.!ivea power only mtl::!n the 

bridge is unbalanced by absorption in the cavity. In fact a sm&ll 

amount of power is needed to bias the detection, so after adjusting a 

nylon coupling sere~ (B) to balance the bridge and give a null reading 

at the detector. the slide screw tuner (9) is inserted to unbalance the 
-

bridge slightlyo yielding the bias power. 

The cavity is located betBeen the poles of a V3605 12QQ 

electromagnet (10) controlled by a VFR5203 field regulated power supply 

and linear sweep field unit (11). A Hall Effect field sensor (12) 

measures the d. c. field, the output voltage being fed to the poBer 

supply and sweep unit for comparison ~ith a reference voltage 

proportional to the required field. If these are not equal an error 

signal is generated and applied to the supply current to correct the 

field. This ensures that the field is set with long term stability (1 

part in 105 repeatability) and linearity of sBeep (field resolution 

0.002 mT). 

The microwave cavity consists of a gold-plated section of waveguide 

which stores energy by building up standing waves of high electric and 

magnetic fie"lds. A V4531 cavity ,operating in the TE102 mode is used, 

i.e. the sample is placed in the centre of the cavity which is a region 

free of electric field but having a high r. f. magnetic field (see 

Fig.4.S). Absorption of power at resonance changes the impedance of the 

cavity thus unbalancing the microwave bridge. 

The Klystron frequency is adjusted to Match the resonant frequency 

of the cavity with sample and sample holder by variation of the Klystron 

reflector voltage. A sawtooth modulation (13) is applied to this 

voltage to ease the matching process and the output of the crystal 

detector is displayed on an oscilloscope (14). When the frequency is 

swept through the resonant condition the bridge is unbalanced and a dip 
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is m:Jitch~d off. 

To maintain this condition for the duration of the experiment th~ 

spectrometer incorporat~s an automatic frequency control (A.F.C) system. 

A lo'\;l' amplitude 10 kHz modulation (15) is appHed to the Kly~tron 

reflector voltage (16) 9 modultllUng frequcancy and hence po'\;l'eT output. 

The modulated output is fed to a phase-sensitive detector (17) together 

Bith the reference 10 kHz signal. Wham the Klystron frequency is 

identical to the cavity resonant frequency the reflected modulation 

frequency is double the original frequency, i.e. 20 kHz, but under other 

conditions the 10 kHz component can be detected. This component is then 

filtered generating the appropriate D.C. correction to the Klystron 

reflector voltage. 

The noise generated by the crystal detector is inversely 

proportional to frequencyp so high frequency modulation of the E.S.R. 

signal is introduced to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. A pair of 

field modulation coils are built into the Balls of the cavity and a loB 

amplitude (0.01 o) 0.1 mT) 100 kHz Signal (18) is superimposed on the 

large swept D.C.field. At resonance the D.C. pot~er level is detected 

Bith the 100 kHz modulation, the phase and amplitude of Bhich are 

determined by the slope of the resonance line. Then by use of a lock-in 

amplifier (19) and phase sensitive detector (19) eith 100 kHz reference 

signal a D.C. output approximating to the first derivative of the 

absorption line is produced and displayed on a chart recorder (20). 

4.8 Reference Spectra 

4.8.1 E.S.R. Spectra of Fe/Mg@ 

At relatively loB concentrations (i.e. less than a feB thousand 

ppm) magnesium oxide can be doped Bith iron Bhich enters the lattice as 

Fe3+ ions occupying IDagnesium sites substitutionally. To achieve charge 

+ compensation in Fe/MgO (since the trivalent Fe9 substitutes for the 
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divalent Mg 2 ) one e~t~a ~gcguey i§ iutrocluced per ~o iro~ io~~. Th~ 

-} 5 
FeSl ion has a 3d @lectrol!'lic configuratioiil and applic&tiou of Hund v s 

Rules shows that the ground state is 6 s511: 

experiment (e.g. 4.3D 4.4) agree in confirming that the single crystal 

transition D Ao flanked by the t:reaker (3/'l.. to 5/2) and n to 3/2) 

transitions marked B Blnd C respec'dvely9 line A, ~hich is Bllmost 

isotropic" is centred at g o 2.0033 toffiile tth12 hyperfine lines B and C 

are anisotropic. The material used for recoYding the spectrum sh~ in 

Fig 4.6a was a ~.C.Spicer (CheltenhaM) single crystal gro~ by 

electrofusion using 4N grade MgO starting material; the absence of lines 

due to other trace impurities is noticeabl® 0 even though fairly high 

gain was used to render lines B observabl~. This spectrum can be seen 

at room temperature. 

The corresponding powder spectrum is shoen in Fig 4.6b. This was 

obtained by using ground up single crystal FefMgO and thus comparison of 

Fig 4.6a and Fig 4.6b shows the differences produced by the presence of 

a large number of randomly oriented small crystallites each having the 

same chemical composition as the original large single crystal. The 

most important of those differences are:-

(a) Whereas the spectra of single crystals are formed as first 

derivatives" symmetrical about the centre and having positive and 

negative parts of equal magnitude" the features in the po~der 

spectrum do not necessarily appear in this form. The powder 

features may not be symmetrical and may not have equal magnitude 

positive and negative parts; their exact lineshapes are determined 

in a complex manner by the way in ehich components that form 

anisotropic lines stack up o~ cancel at particular values of 

magnetic field. Po~der lineshapes can b~ found either by 

experimental observation using refe~ence specimens of knoen 
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coruposition or by employing computer simulation t~chnique@ b~~c~ on 

knoBledge of the single crystal spectrumD (including detail~ of th~ 

linewidths).and the crystalline electric field properties of the 

host lattice. A review of computer modelling of ESR po~der 

spectra and a comparison of predicted and obse~ed powder sp~ctra 

for some transition group ions in MgO has recently been made by 

A.R.Skinner (University of Durhamp Department of Applied Physics 

and Electronics) to whom we are indebted for permission to 

reproduce Figures 4.6bp 4.7D 4.8 and 4.9. 

(b) Isotropic lines in the single crystal spectrum produce enhanced 

features in the powder spectrum at nearly the same g-value. 

(c) The g-value of the main powder feature is close to that of the 

corresponding isotropic line in the single crystal spect?Um. 

(d) In some situations ions present at trace level that are 

unobservable in the single crystal spectrum give noticeable 

features in the powder spectrum of the same material. Herep for 

+ + example. features due to Cr9 and Mn 2 are clearly visible in the 

powder spectrum although their lines were not present with the same 

+ intensity relative to Fes in the single crystal spectrum. 

Thus. as regards powdered Fe/MgO the ESR spectrum is 

characterised by a single feature centred near g o 2.003 which has 

approximately equal positive and negative parts. is a little 

broader than the main single crystal line and (as seen on a first 

derivative plot) has a distinctive double peak on the low field 

side of the absorption. ~ The Fe 9 spectrum is observable at room 

temperature. 

As regards other possible valency states of isolated iron ion in 

MgO. Henderson and Wirtz [4.18] 2+ report that the Fe line occurs 

in the low field region - at approximately g a 8.6 - but 9 since the 
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observable only at low temperatures" usually bela~ about 10 Ko 

There is a consid~r-able Eillioun~ of iufoX"'M.tion availabh in the 

-{-
literature on the Spin Hamiltonian for the i6olated ion Cr-s spectr-um in 

single cr-ystals (Low ~ .6) o linemdth-conccmtr-ation studies- (Thorp o 

Hossain and Bluck 4o7). line broadening (Thoxp and Hossain 4.8) and 

magnetic interaction mechanisms (Cordischio Gazzole and Valigi 4.9)" 

At low concentrations most of the chrcruiuru enters the MgO lattice 

substitutionally as Cr3 -?. The ground state of the Cr 3+ ion (~F312 ) is 

split by the octahedral crystalline field into an or-bital singlet. which 

is lowest in energy and two orbital triplets. Figure 4. 7a shows in 

detail the type of spectrum observed. 'l'he chromium isotopes without 

nuclear spin produce a one= line spectrum mth a g=value of g "" 1. 9800 

(Low 6); the isotopes give rise to the hyperfine structure but since the 

53 Cr isotope is only 9. 5% abundant the intensities of the hyperfine 

lines are only about 1/42 of that of the central M a ~ => ~ transition. s 

All five lines of the spectrum are isotropic and can be observed at room 

temperature. 

+ In powdered single crystal Cr 3 /MgO the ESR powder spectrum is 

very similar 0 Figure 4o7b. It may be noted in particular that 

(a) the g-value of the main powder featu~e is g o 1.979. almost 

exactly the same as the single crystal g=value for this transition. 

(b) for the same chromium concentration the peak-to-peak 

M = -~ o) + ~ linewidths are almost the same in both the single 
s 

crystal and powder spectra. 

(c) the hyperfine tr-ansitions ar-e obser-vable at about the same 

level in either spectrum. 
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4.8.3 E.S.R. Spectrum of Mn/MgO 
A 

Manganese enters the MgO lattice substitutionally as Mn2
'. This 

ion is isoelectronic with Fe 9+ since both have a electronic 

6 + configuration giving a S ground state. Aa ~ith Fe9 
0 the ground state 

+ of Mn2 is unafffected by the octahedral field in MgO. Manganese 

- 55 contains a naturally occuring isotope. Mn 0 ~ich has a nuclear spino 

Io of I o 5/2o and the spectrum should form a pattern of six hyperfine 

groups of lines with five fine structure lines in each hyperfine group, 

(Low. 6,10: Materisse and Kikuchi 11). 

This complex spectrum, which can be seen at room temperature, is 

illustrated by Fig 4.8a which refers to single crystal Mn2 +/Mg0 

containing 840 ppm Mn; many of the hyperfine lines are anisotropic and 

overlap at the polar angle of 9 o 32° to give the t"ather simpler 

spectrum of six evenly spaced main lines. The corresponding powder 

spectrum is shown in Figure 4.8b and here the main characteristic is the 

occurrence of the easily recognisable six-line spectrum; the 

+ identification as Mn 2 can of course be made.by measurement of g-values 

and calculation of the Hamiltonian parameters from the observed magnetic 

field spacing between the individual components of the spectrum. The 

effect of increasing the manganese concentration is shown by Figures 

4.9a and 4.9b which refer to 2900 ppm Mn. The line broadening caused by 

the increased manganese concentration is sufficient to mask much of the 

detail of the fine structure lines but, particularly in the po't!der 

spectrum, the characteristic vvsix-line" spectrum remains. The values of 

the parameters characterising the po't!der spectrum are slightly 

concentration dependent but may be taken as close to g o 2.0008 ~th A 

~4 =1 
(the hyperfine structure constant) as A = -81 ~ 10 em • 
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4.8.4 ~S.R. Spect~a of Ni/MgO 

ESR spectrum of Ni2~/Mg0 has been ~eported by several 

autho~s (e.g. L~ 12" Orton 13, Thorp and Hossain 14). It is generally 

accepted that nickel Gn~e~s substitutionally occupying magnesium sit~~. 

In single crystal material the spectrum consists of a line centred near 

g o 2.215 ~hich is the superposition of the transition 

-1> (a) O> and + 1> (a) 0> together with a cent~al dip with the same 

g-value due to the double quantum transition -1> <=> +1>. The line is 

nearly isotropic with a trl.dth of &bout 6 mT for 1400 ppm Ni. The 

spectrum can be observed at and bel~ room temperature and Walsh (15). 

using a powdered sample of Ni2+/MgO. reported that the linewidth mts 

temperature independent at lo~ temperatures. 

4.8.5 E.S.R. Spectrum of Co/MgO 

The divalent ion of cobalt has 

4 giving rise to a ground state of F
912

. 

7 an electronic configuration 3d 

4 In the MgO lattice the F level 

splits into three levels; these are further split by spin-orbit 

interaction (Low 16) so that the lowest level is a Kramers doublet. 

Since the only natural isotope of cobalt is Co59 which has a nuclca~ 

spin of I o 7/2, considerable hyperfine interaction is expected. The 

enters the MgO lattice in the octahedral sites and the 

spectrum, (~hich is observable only at lo~ temperatures and has 

recently been examined in detail by Thorp, Hossain, Bluck and Bushell 

(17) ), is isotropic and shows a total of eight hyperfine lines with a 

g-value of about g :o 4. 278 and a hyper fine constant of A "' 98 x 10=4 

-1 
em 

4. 9 Conclusions 

This chapter sumroadzes the knomt featu~es of the electron spin 

resonance spectra of some transition group ions in MgO, results being 
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pouder spectra of a given material. me listed spectra provide 

10magnetic fingerprints11 by 't:Thich 0 through obs~rv.mtion of its ESR 

po't:Tder could be identified. Tne reference spectra also sho't:T that uith a 

good but conventional ESR spectrometer (~.g. a Varian 9 GHz ESR 

spectrometer) sufficient sensitivity is available to suggest that" at 

the impurity levels expected from direct chei.i!ical analyais 0 spectra 

should be observable from commercial magnesia po't:Tders. 

It should perhaps be noted that of the selection given in Section 

4. 3 only wisolated ionvv spectra have been considered o i.e. the spectra 

correspond to situations ~ere the dopant enters the lattice as separate 

well=spaced individual ions. 
y 

Some of the transition ions. notably Fe9 

and CrSI+ are known to form clusters and spinel-phase compounds under 

certain conditions of heat-treatment. The iron=spinel and chromium 

spinel structures give rise to ESR spectra Bhich possess 

characteristics significantly different frooo those of the corresponding 

99 isolated ionn spectra. These structures are likely to be relevant since 

there is direct evidence from X=ray Diffraction measurements (Chapter 2) 

that spinel phases are present in MgO powders taken from some stages of 

the manufacturing production process. 
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE - RESULTS ~v DISCUSSION 

The principles underlying electron spin resonance ~~chniq~~a h&v~ 

been outlined and reference spectra given for a selection of 

paramagnetic ions in MgO. This chapter is concerned uith th~ 

experimental data obtained from various commercial magnesiasp referring 

to measurements made at room teiDperature mth a Varian V4502-15 9 GNz 

ESR spectrometer. 

5.1 Method of Identifying Impurities 

It must first be borne in mind that pure MgO 

spectroscopically pure grade MgO) is diamagnetic and consequently - as 

proved to be the case - it ~ill generate no signals ~hen examined in the 

Varian spectrometer. Hence any signal actually observed must be due to 

some paramagnetic (or possibly ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic) 

impurities. 

An example of the general approach adopted in identifying 

impurities is illustrated by Figure 5. 1. Here the centre trace (b) 

refers to the experimental spectrum recorded for a particular comooercial 

samplep in this case po~dered green polycrystalline material taken from 

a fused melt near the boundary be~een green and brown material. This 

shows a large amplitude central line having some five structuree in its 

wings together ~ith a series of five smaller lines ~hich by their equal 

amplitude and spacing suggest a common origin. All the lines are quite 

narr~ suggesting immediately that the spectrum corresponds to t~o 

paramagnetic species present at levels of about 100 to 1000 ppm9 there 

are also indications of some other lin~s present at much lower 

intensities. The g-value of the central line as a 
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possibility and clos~ eoiDparison uith Fig S.ls (the upper trace) 0 uhich 

3-+ gives th~ 1r~fercmce spectrum for Cr /MgO. !3hous the exactness of th~ 

fit as regards g~value. lineshape and number and positions of the fine 

3+ confiTWing the identification as Cr • SiiDilaTly. 

coiDparison of the group of five equi~spac~d lines uith th~ louer 

reference spectrum, Fig S.lc, confirms the p1resence of Mn 2+. (The sixth 

3+ line overlapping with the central Cr tTansition). 

The experimental esr spectrum (Fig 5 .lb) may also be used in the 

reverse sense in that lines due to some species which might have been 

expected we1re not revealed. Here there is no evidence for any Fe 3+ 

spectrum. although the chemical analysis suggests that iron is a major 

impurity • present at as much as about 0. n;. 'This is surp1rising antll 

indicates that any iron present must be in a form other than 

substitutional isolated=ion Fe3+. It will be seen later that a possible 

explanation is that the iron is present as a magnesio-ferrite. 

5.2 Results from Commercial Magnesia Powders 

The range of samples examined with the E s R technique included 

those tested with X-ray diffraction and the Gouy magnetometer. It was 

known from the chemical analysis that the majo1r paramagnetic impurities 

were likely to be iron. chromium. manganese. nickel. and cobalt. all of 

which are amenable to study by ESR methode as may be seen from the 

following results. 

(a) E.S.R. Spectrum of Magnesite. 

The starting mate1rial for the fusion process ~ magnesite = gas 

examined briefly because it is likely that .impurities present in it may 

be carried through to subsequent • and even the final. stages of the 

preparation of the product. The esr spectrum is shoun in Figure 5.2b. 

There is a strong signal, 111anifest as a mde line with evidence of 

unresolved structure, which is centred near g c 2.00. Brief examination 

with an expanded field scale revealed that the broad line • whose 
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that the ~ain b~oad line featur& is probably ferrimagnetic rath~r than 

paramagnetic in origin. Comparison should here be made ~ith the 

spectrum of pure MgO J?O't1'd®lr o Fig 5. 2g)" crhich even B. t very high 

sensitivity" gives no lines P the spectromet<er gain used to record Fig 

5.2a was some 500 times greater than for ~ig 5.2b. 

(b) E.S.R. Spectra of MB.terial from the Centre of the Fusion. 

Figure 5.3a shows the spectrum of ground material from the centre 

of the fusion. 3+ The central (highest intensity) line is due to Cr and 

2+ the smaller amplitude group all to Mn ~ the baseline is fairly flat, 

though there is a possible indication of a;o broad line unClerlying the 

cr3+ transition. After heat treatment 0 this material shows the same 

3+ 2+ Cr and Mn lines (Fig 5.3b) but now there is in addition a very broad 

line, centred near g o 1. 99 o t-Ihose linel:Iidth suggests that it is 

unlikely to be paramagnetic in origin. Vigures 5. 3a and 5. 3b were 

recorded at the same spectrometer gain and (as might be expected) show 

3+ 2+ little difference in .the intensities of the Cr and Mn spectra before 

and after heat treatment. 

(c) E.S.R. Spectra of Material from the Outer Region of the Fusion. 

The corresponding spectra for outer material are shoen in Figures 

5.4a and 5.4b. The spectrum of unheated material from the fusion (Fig 

5. 4a) exhibits the cr3+ and Mn
2+ lines innt also shows a pronounced 

broad-line feature which appears to show s002 asymmetry having a longer 

tail on the high field side. After heat-treatment, (Fig 5.4b) the 

3+ 2+ spectrum shows Cr and Mn much as before 0 but the broad-line spectrum 

is stronger with some change in lineshape ~ becoming slightly more 

asymmetrical ~ although cent~ed at the SB.0e ~~value. 
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Fig 5,5. The uppe~ trace, Fig S.Sa refers ~o material originating f~om 

the centre of the fusion and the lower to material from the outer fused 

mateTiaL Each spectrum shOBs th® pa1ramagnetic speci12e C1r 3? and Mn2{-

and. in addition. some 'in:oadline signal cllich is 'iilUCh less e1ridamt in 

the inner material than in the outer umt12rial, CompaEison with thte 

poBders that had been annealed after heat treatment (Figures 5. 3 and 

5. 4) shows that the quench cooled product contains noticeably less 

broadline impurity than the corresponding annealed product. 

In summary. the ESR study has identified. unambiguously. the 

presence of chromium and manganese in all the commercial powders 

3+ examined. both those entering the MgO lattice substitutionally, as Cr 

2+ 
and Mn respectively. probably at levels of a few hundred ppm. Further 

there is conclusive evidence for an additional impurity (which givs rise 

to a broad linewidth signal) which is present to varying degrees in all 

the samples examined. though to a lesser degree in material from the 

inner region of the fusion than in outer material. and is very markedly 

less intense in quench cooled than in annealed magnesia. No signal due 

to Fe3+ has been found in any commercial powder studied, 

In the context of the role of impurities in determining the 

dielectric loss characteristics of the magnesia poBder it appears from 

previous work on doped MgO single crystals that neither chromium or 

manganese (at the levels present here) Bould give any significant change 

in either permittivity or dielectric loss • [Thox-p and Rad 5, 1; Thorp, 

Kulesza, Rad and Kenmuir 5.2; Thorp, Hossain and Kenmuir 5.3]. 

Some importance attaches to the observation of the broad linewidth 

feature; the measurements made so far suggest that it is of ferx-i~ 

magnetic origin possibly ax-ising from the presence of a magnesioferYitev 

[Inglis and Thorp 5.4; Inglis, Russell and Thorp 5.5; Thorp, Johnson and 
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the pTactical implication is that the x-eiDoval of this phase ~ 'l:l'hich 

might b~ achieved by enhanciug the m&gn~tic separation gtages of 

manufacture - Bould be advantageous 9 on the scien~ific side there is a 

need to verify the dielectric loss behaviour of iron and chromiuiil 

ferrites. 

5.3 Results from Chromium Doped MgO and Magnesium Chromite 

A sample of 99% pure magnesium chromite po'(:J'der was obtained fr~ 

Alfa Chemicals Ltd. and 'l:l'as then examined in the Varian spectrometer. 

The resulting spectra ShQ'(:J'ed a broad line (~ 300 IDT ~ide) centred at g 0 

1.978. Thus the g value of the centre of this line is indistinguishable 

3+ from that of the Cr line seen in the commercial po'(:J'ders. However the 

broad line of the commercial po'(:J'ders is centred at about g c 2.00 9 i.e. 

at distinctly lower field value. Therefore the broad line of the 

commercial powders could be attributed solely to magnesium chromi te. 

Nonetheless the possibility that an asymmetric broad line 9 seen in some 

commercial samples. cannot be caused in part by magnesium chromite 

cannot be ruled out. 

The effect of the heat treatment on the chromium impurity in the 

commercial powders will be assessed by simulating the heat treatment on 

pure magnesia samples deliberately doped mth chromium. 'i'o this endp 

single crystal chippings containing chroiilitxiil in the range 760 ppm to 

9p500 ppm Cr/MgO were obtained frOiil ~ & C Spicer Ltd. (Cheltenham) and 

were then ground to powder. They were then treated in oxygen at 800cC 

and were quench cooled (to fre12ze in high teiDpeature effects) after § 

hrp 1~ hrs and 4 hrs of total heating time; ESR spectra were obtained 

at each stage. 
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spin Tesonance9 secondo as ~h~ co~centr~tion of the dopan~ increases th~ 

3+ width of the Cr line incTeases (see figure 5.6). 

connnercial po'i:lders is in no '!:Jay Telated to their chromimn impurity. 

Further, comparison of tehl!l line'!:Jidths of th(! spect1ra cr3+ linl!l in Fig 

5. 6 with those of the COliiiilercial powders sugg®sts that the latter 

contain less than 760 ppm Cr{MgO. this is in agreement with the findings 

of the chemical analysis. 

5.4 Results from Iron Doped MgO 

The susceptibility study on ITon doped ~gnesium oxide (Chapter 3, 

section 6) revealed the growth of a magnetic phase on heat treatment of 

the samples. To characterise the phase. ESR spectra were made before 

and after each successive stage of the heat treatment. 

The spectrum of the lowest dopant concentration, (310 ppm Fe/MgO) 

tested before heat treatment, showed an asymmetric double paramagnetic 

3+ line corresponding to Fe superimposed on another line • most probably 

C 3+ 
r . 

2+ The six lines due to Mn were also visible (see Fig 5.7). 

The spectra of the higher concentrations before heat treatment were 

3+ * 2+ similar. but the Fe • Cr • Mn lines -eere superimposed on a broad 

line whose intensity increased with increasing dopant concentration. 

The broad line is centred at about g c 2.003 and is about 300 mT wide, 

suggesting that a ferrimagnetic, rather than a ferro- or para-magnetic 

impurity, is present even in as-received iron doped CyYstals. 

On heat treating at 800°C in oxygen the intensity of the broad line 

grew dramatically for higher concentration the spectrum became 

unrecordable after 1 hr of heat treatment, 'e'hereas. for the low12r 

concentrations the bTroad line could still be recoX"ded after 3~ hrs 

heating time (see Figs. 5.7 and 5.8). 



(b)MgO o 3600ppm Cr 

( t) MgO o 1400 ppm Cr 

Figure 5a6o Line broadening in MgO/Cr powderso 
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Figure 5o7o Samples of Fe/MgO before and after heating at 

8000 C in Oxygen o 
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Figure 5o8o Samples of Fe/MgO before and after heating at 

aoa:.c in Oxygeno 
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Several poin~§ emerge ~ ~he appearanc~ and gxm~th of th€ broa& lin® 

centred at g o 2.003 coincides ui~h the groBth in susceptibility values 

reported in Chapter 3 9 this line is very similar to that seen in th® 

spectra of the comm~rcial poBders~ its Bidth is typical of a 

ferrimagne~ic, and for high€? concentrations" after even short heating 

times, the §ignal becomes too los§y to measure. 

In vieB of previous work (Inglis o Rus!3ell and Thorp 0 5. 5 ~ Thorp» 

Johnson and Savage" 5.6; Wirtz and Fine. 5.7) the present results 

support the view that magnesia-ferrite is forme& on the heat treatment 

of iron doped MgO. That the broad line formed in these Fe/MgO powders 

is so similar to that observed in the cotiiiilercial powders (see figure 

5.~) is perhaps not so surprising when the chemical analysis has 

suggested that the commercial poBders do indeed contain iron (up to 

0.16%). Indeed. what is perhaps more surprising is that the intensity 

of the broad line in the commercial powder spectra is not greater. 

Nonetheless • that at higher iron concentrations after heat treatment. 

the sample becomes too lossy to measure suggests that the impurity would 

have deleterious effects on the use of the MgO as an electrical 

insulator. 



~ <ID~ MgO o 2300 ppm F~ 
©11~~r 3l·5 ho~r~ 
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(b) Typic©\! good 
eomm~rci©tl gr©~d~ 

m©tgn~~~©l ©11fr~r 

©lnn~aHng h~ialq 

~r~ialfrm~n~ 

Figure 5o9o Comparison of (a) deliberately doped Fe/MgO 

after 3~ hours at 800%C in oxygen with (b) good 

commercial magnesia after annealing heat treatmento 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

6,1 Magnetic Properties of MgO 

Previous work on single crystals of MgO substitutionally doped with 

iron suggested tha~ on heat-treatment at temperatures around 800°C in 

oxygenp the iron ions migrate to form clusters of rnagnesio~ferrite 

[ 6, ~] p or a super~paramagnetic precipitate of magnesio-ferrii:e [ 6, 2], 

That clustering effect was traced in poedered single crystal chippings 

using only a Gouy magnetometer. The susceptibility. or saturation 

magnetisation of the precipitate being very iilllch greater than that if 

the paramagnetic iron doped MgO allowed the latter to be neglected to 

the first approximation; the initial, dramaticp rise in susceptibility 

levelling to an approximately constant value after several hours of 

heat-treatment being attributed to precipitate growth. Howeverp as the 

susceptibility increase was traced for several different concentrations 

. of dopant iron, the 9 saturation susceptibility 9
• i.e. the constant value 

reached after several hours of heatingp t:Tas plotted for the different 

initial iron concentrations. Contrary to expectations p this plot did 

not produce a straight line p which would have implied that a constant 

fraction of the variant initial iron concentration formed clusters. but 

instead the saturation value was enhanced at higher initial iron 

concentrations. 

The experiment was repeated but the Gouy balance was used to 

measure the variation in force at the balance with increasing applied 

field for each sample at each stage. and ESR measurements were made 

where possible. Careful analysis and interpretation of the results 

shOt:Ted that a superparamagnetic precipitate had formed • presumably of 
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magnesioferri~c, (~i~h g vi~u of ref~ronce 6.2 and employing ~he ESR 

traces) and that a larger proportion of the dopant iron had forooed the 

precipitate in the samples having higher initial iron content. It ~as 

also obvious from the results of this study that apparent values of 

susceptibility could be someuhat @isl~ading for samples containing 

non~paramagnetico that is to say non-linearo impurity. 

-
The chemical and X-ray diffraction analysis of magnesite (the 

starting material of the commercial process) both revealed the presence 

of iron as a major impurity 0 (0.1%) and as both the fusion and heat 

treatment stages of the manufacturing process involve temperatures in 

the region of 800°C, it seemed possible that a similar process could 

take place in the commercial powders leaving the magnetic precipitate in 

the final products. Magnetic phases in commercial MgO generally are of 

interest. not only because they tend to be electrically conducting 

compared with the magnesia, but also because, potentially at least, they 

are extractable from the non-magnetic MgO. If however • the iron or 

other impurity disperses through the magnesia as a less magnetic 

precipitate, then it would be expected that the impurity would be less 

readily removable. Thus samples of commercial powders taken from before 

and after the fusion, heat-treatment, and IDBgnetic separation stages of 

the manufacturing process were analysed using the Gouy magnetometer. 

X-ray diffraction and E.S.R. techniques. A hand magnet was also used to 

separate magnetic material from the samples for close inspection, but no 

sufficiently large amount of material ~as elttract~d by this method to 

allow the above analysis to be made on the resulting sampleso 

The combination of the results from these studies show that iron, but 

not magnesia-ferrite. is present in the starting material, ~ereas afteY 

fusion magnesia-ferrite may be detected in mll the samples investigated. 

but iron only in the sample taken from the very impure block· region 

towards the centre of the melt. Further. the broad line found in these 
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close inspection of the r~sults for these mat~rials both before and 

after grinding suggests that: 

(a) the black region of the fusion is the least pure and containa 

the most magnetic material; 

(b) the outer material of the fusion is more magnetic than that 

of the inner region. but is very inhomogeneous9 

(c) the magnetic impurity in the outer material of the fusion is 

more extract~ble using the hand magnet than that of the inner 

material; and 

(d) the inner material of the fusion is much more homogenous than 

the outer material of the fusion. 

The most surprising of these conclusions. perhaps is (b); that the outer 

material of the fusion is more magnetic than the inner material; even 

though its value of susceptibility before -~inding is negative (~hereas 

-2 =3 that of the inner fused material is about 50 J T m ) after grinding. 

the outer material has the higher susceptibility value, suggesting that 

the magnetic material was present at the fusion stage • but remained 

undetected, presumably because it ~as sufficiently isolated to avoid 

inclusion in the samples. That feature was not apparent in the samples 

from the centre of the melt. the region being cooled very slo~ly 

compared to the outer region. and ~hich therefore spends long periods 

(probably a number of hours) at about 800°C 0 the temperature at ~hich 

iron is kno~ to form a precipitate of magnesia-ferrite dispersed 

throughout the solid MgO. It is not then so surprising that moi."e 

magnetic material can be readily extracted from the outer material than 

from the inner fused material. 

All the results from the combination of X-ray. Gouy and E. S.R. 

techniques for samples taken before and after the magnetic separation 



and ~he t~o h~a~ t~eatm~nt 9tages of the manufacturing proceog togeth~~ 

sugg12st that~ 

(a) th~ annealing type heat-treatment encourage~ groBth of the 

magnetic impurity; 

(b) the quenching type heat~t?eatroent di~courages the gro~h of 

the magnetic impurityp and 

(c) the quench cooled mate?ial yields more ea~ily extractable 

magnetic impurity at the magnetic separation stage. 

Again. the annealing type heat-treatment holds the matet"ial at 

temperatures near 800°C for longer periods than the quench cooling 

treatment with the result seen also after fusion. that the magnetic 

impurity is less extractable. The more sut"prising feature is that the 

quench cooling appears actually to reduce the amount of magnetic 

impurity present as well as leaving ot in a more extractable form. As 

the evidence from ESR studies suggests that the magnetic material is 

very lossy, it is proposed that, to improve the insulating properties of 

the commercial magnesia, the conditions that encourage the growth of the 

magnetic impurity should be avoided, i.e. the annealing heat-treatment 

and the sl<ru cooling of the inner region of the fusion. Whilst an 

alternative to the annealing type heat-treatment exists in the quenching 

type treatment, ~t is less clear ho~ the centre of the fusing melt might 

be cooled through 800"C more rapidly. It b possible that the use of 

smaller melts might increase the relative volumea of outer quenched 

material to inner annealed material. Certainly it is felt that where 

the magnetic impurity is more extractablep @.g. after grinding, further 

magnetic separation stages could be usefully added. 

6.2 Electrical Properties of MgO 

6.2.1 Conductivity Mechanisms in Single Crystals 

The mechanism of conductivity in magnesium oxide has been studied 

by many ~orkers [6.6,6.41. In some early studies Mitoff [6.4] obtained 



experiill~ntrnl evidence for clect'i:'oitic conducHou. Pl<il has pointed out 

lattice vacancies, which in turn~ are govern~d mostly by impurities or 

by defects Bhich are caused by the pres:enc<!! of these impuriti~s; thus 

the conductivity is dominated by impurities. Yamaka and SBamoto [6.3] 

have also sho~ that the charge carriers in ~he conduction mechanism in 

MgO are electrons Bhich originate from impuri~y levels. 

Later Bork by Pollak and Geballe [6.5] first suggested hopping as a 

conductivity mechanism. They m~asured the complex conductivity of 

n-type silicon contaitiing various kinds of impurities and attributed 

their results to polarization caused by hopping processes. Jonscher 

[6.6] interpreted the conductivity behaviour of over sixteen different 

materials in terms of the proposed hopping mechanimw. He has shoBn that 

the hopping mechanism (similar to ionic and electronic conduction) leads 

to a characteristic frequency dependence [6.6]. Further, the dielectric 

responses of quite a Bide range of materials shou that the behaviour 

obtained departs from the Debye response and follows a "Universal Law" 

in uhich the dielectric constant. e:~ and loss factor. e:" can be written 

as 

(n-1) 
0! (I) (6 .1) 

respectively. where e: is the limiting pertilittivity of the materiaL ... 
The frequency dependence of the real part of the conductivity follows a 

relationship 

a ( w) OJ 
n 

(I) • (6 .3) 
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uhere ~he ~xpon~nt, n, may li~ in the range O<n<l but is u~ua1ly close 

to unity [ 6. 6. 6. 7J. One of the characteristics of this uniV<!i'ead 

relationship is that the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of 

the permittivity is independent of frequency~ 

D cot (6.4) 

This relationship is kno~ as the Kramers-Kronig equation. The 

19 Universal La-gvv has been extensively discussed by Jonscher [ 6. 7J -gho , 

pointed out that n is temperature dependent and by Austin and Mott 

[6.8]. 

A recent systematic study has been made by Thorp and Rad (6. 9]. 

The specimens which -gere measured in their experiments -gere pure MgO, 

Fe/MgO and Cr/MgO and were groU'n by electro-fusion from powders supplied 

by W & C Spicer Ltd, Cheltenham. All the specimens were single crystals 

and their compositions are tabulated in Table 6. 1. For the 

measurements. the specimens were made in the form of square plates with 

dimensions 10 mm x 10 mm x 0. 3 mm (Fig 6 .la) and the large parallel 

faces were polished to a 0.25 ~ finish. Circular gold electrodes were 

evaporated onto the opposite polished surfaces of each specimen to 

ensure good electrical contact over a 'a'ell-defined area between the 

crystal and the electrodes. To minimize the contribution to the 

conductance due to surface leakage over the edge of the sample [6.10] 

the dia~ter of th12 gold electrode -gas chosen to alloo the crystal to 

project as much as possible beyond the electrodes. 

The measurements of dielecti'ic constant,eu, and loss tangent, tan 

5, (and consequently of a.c. conductivity) -gere made using a Wayne-Kerr 

bridge (Type B224), over the frequency range 500Hz to 50 kHz. 

In this technique the capacitance and conductance of the speci~n 

were measured directly. The components of the complex dielectric 



Sample 
Nominal sample ~omposition number 

1 MgO (pur~) 

2 MgO + 310 ppm Fe 

3 MgO + 2300 ppm Fe 

4 MgO + 4300 ppm Fe 

5 MgO + 12800 ppm Fe 

6 MgO + 800 ppm Cr 

7 MgO + 1300 ppm Cr 

8 MgO + 3600 ppm Cr 

TABLE 6.1: Compositions of specimens investigated 
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Figure 6o1o (a) General form of sample and 

(b) and (c) its equivalent circuitso 
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'D 
constsmt 9 £ 9 ths loss tangent 9 tan <3 9 and th12 conductivity 9 o 9 Wti!JCC 

d~rived from the equations: 

£v 0 c 0 

~ 
(6.5) 

c 
0 

tan ~ o 
€ua o 

9 

~ 
(6o6) 

CJ (w) 0 dG (6 0 7) 
A 

c Cl £ A 
0 0 d 

(6o8) 

where C is the measured capacitance with specimen 9 C is the capacitance 
0 

at the same spacing without specimen9 G is the conductance of specimenp 

d is the specimen thickness 9 A is the area of electrode. 

Since the changes in dielectric behaviour to be examined were 

small 9 the maximum precision in measurement was required . and two 

correction factors, for sui:'face leakage and stray capacitance, were 

necessary. 

A correction term is required because of the edge effect resulting 

from the extension of the crystal beyond the electrodes r 6 .11] 0 The 

correction for the edge effect, c p e 
(x 

electrodes of the sam2 diameter) is given by [6.12] 

c 0 

e 
1.113 D 

8 
ln ( 8'il'D _ 3 ) 

d 

F) (with circular 

(6.9) 

where D is the diameter of each electrode 9 and L is the distance shown 

in Fig.la. Equation (6.5)9 then becomes 

(6 0 10) 



which was easily met. 

A specimen can be represented by the equivalent ci:rcuit [6, 13] 

shoBn in Fig 6.lb. In the capacitance mea~urec~n~ any atray capacitanc~ 

due to the electTodes is included in the to~al quantity measured and so 

another correction factor is required before the actual capacitance of 

the specimenp C can be evaluated. The stray capacitance associated ~ith 

the electrodes and connecting cablesp C P is ~ho~ in Fig 6.lc. At lo~ 
s 

frequencies the inductance 12ffect is not l!lignificant. It is assumed 

that the leakage admittance is eliminated by the use of the edge effect 

correction factor. The total capacitancep Ctn Dl.easured by the bridge 

when the specimen is placed between the electrodes is given by 
' 

(6.11) 

When the sample is removed from between the electrodes, the capacitance 

due to air and stray capacitance, CA is measured, it is given by 

CA 0 c + c 9 (6,12) 
fi 0 s 

Where C is the theoretical capacitance for air. By substitution for C 
0 s 

from Equations (6.11) and (6.12) the capacitance of the sample is then 

given by 

(6 .13) 

For measurements on the type of material used in this work these 

corrections are significant and amount to about 8% of the total 

capacitance m2asured. 

The va'l'iation of e: 99 mth frequency aas fix-st measux-ed and U: is 

shown in Fig 6.2. The plots are lineax-, follo~ng a relationship 
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f;'' (w) a (15ol4) 

with n = 9.98 ± 0.02? it should be noticed that the magnitude of n i~ 

frequency is higher for the doped specimens than for the pure Mg() 9 

giving corresponding inct'eases in conductivity. Adding an equival~nt 

concentration of chrO!iliuro doea not increase Ew by as iilUCh as does the 

addition of iron. 

The variation of log(£ v -e: ) mth log w '!:l'as also plotted for the ... 
same specimens (Fig 6.3). In deriving this variation 9 e: 9 the limiting 

Gl) 

value of dielectric constant at high frequencies 9 '!:l'as taken to be the 

value obtained in micro~ave dielectric cons;ant measurements at 9.3 GHz. 

Once again all the plots of this variation for the doped specimens 

showed the same characteristic shape; all the characteristics are linear 

with the same slope. and all again fit the relation 

, ( ) (n-1) e: IJ.) Ol IJ.) (6.15) 

with n = 0.98 ± 0.02. 

In order to clarify the effect of impurity concentration on 

permittivity and conductivity. plots of e:v against Fe-concentration and 

also of a against concentration are sho~ in Fig 6.4a and b. 

respectively. It is seen that the variations of both e: v and a are 

linear over the concentt'ation range exaB:ined. There is inverse 

proportionality between e; 9 and concentration while a is directly 

proportional to the concentration of Fe. A data list for some pure and 

doped crystals is given in Table 6.2. 

6.2.2 Measurements on MgO Powders 

When the material ~hose dielectt'ic properties are to be examined is 

available only in powder form. adaptations have to be made to both the 
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SpeciiDen Nomin~d sample co~Uposition ~v tan{} Frequency ow 
No (Ji: lO:::J) (Hz) 

1 MgO Pure 9.62 ?. .16 1 M: 10$) 

2 MgO + 310 ppm Fe 9.62 2.49 1 X 10:9 

3 MgO + 2300 ppiil Fe 9.52 2.87 1 Ji: 103 

4 MgO + 4300 ppm Fe 9o46 3 0 91 1 X lOs 

5 MgO + 12800 PP'iil Fe 9o40 7o47 1 X 109 

6 MgO + 800 ppiD Cr 9o60 2o44 1 X 10!1 

7 MgO + 1300 ppm Cr 9o28 3 015 1 X 1051 

8 MgO + 3600 ppm Cr 9o43 3ol5 1 Ji: 103 

TABLE 6o2: Dielectric data for investigated samples at rooiD temperature 
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that nrust be applied to take account of tha porosity of the powder 

sample in the measured state. A brief illustration of the methods 

gen~rally employ~d is given in this sectioa. 

holders. euo '\'Jidely used options a1re open. The first of those is to 

replace the solid sample cut from a bulk solid by a powder filled bo~ 

(itself constructed froiD insulating material) for tlhich due allowance is 

made; the second is to use so~ form of coaxial capacitor in '\'Jhich the 

powder to be examined acts as the dielectric betueen the inner and outer 

metallic conductors. It is convenient to use a geometry very similar to 

that actually ~played in heating elements. (Figure 6.5) and this 

approach has been used here~ (in collab~ration uith Dr.N.E.Rad) for 

making some preliminary electrical measurements on commercial magnesia 

powders. 

Several steps have to be considered ehen deducing the dielectric 

properties of the powders from the measurable parameters. In the 

arrangement~ some stray capacitance due to the connections to the 

element is included in the measured values. and a correction must be 

made to obtain the true capacitance and conductance of the element. 

When an element is connected to the bridge. the total capacitance. ct. 

measured by the bridge is given by: 

(6.16) 

where C and C are true capacitance and stray capacitance respectively. s 

It is necessary to find the capacitance C of an axially identical a 

co-axial structure unfilled with powder. This is given by: 

c ~ c + c 
a o s 

(6.17) 
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cylind?ical geometryp the uume?ical value of C can be c~lculated u61Tig 
0 

the relation: 

c 
0 

0 
L 

ln b 
a 

b inner diameter of the oute? conductor~ 

a = diameter of the inner conductor~ 

£ ~ electric constant 
0 

(6.1B) 

With the unfilled element the two conductors can be kept in their 

relative coaxial positions using t~o vecy thin dielectric sheets for 

which it is reasonable to assume that the capacitance and conductance 
I 

values are negligible by comparison with the totals for the ~hole 

element. Using equations 6.1 and 6. 2 p the true capacitance of the 

element with a powder in it is given by:-

(6 .19) 

In this method, Ct and Ca are the experimentally measured 

quantities. and C is found by calculation. so the net conductance of 
0 

the ele~nt, G. can be derived using the relation:= 

(6.20) 

where: Gt m measured conductance of an element~ 

G = measured air conductance of equivalent geometric shape. 
a 

The components of the complex dielectric constant of the powder 

filling of the element, £ v and £
99 can then be deduced from the 

p p 

equations:= 



~Q D 

p 

ancl 

Tan 5 a 

c 
E 

0 

G 
we 
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where: C a net capacitance of the element~ 

G o conductance of the element~ 

w o angular frequency o 2~f. 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

The actual measurement of C and C can be made by a. c. bridge and 
t a 

Q-meter methods similar to those described in section 6.2.1. 

The form of the results is shoen in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. 

Considering first the permittivity data~ (Fig.6.6) several features 

emerge~ SOB12 of ~ich are in startling contrast to , the corresponding 

behaviour of single crystal material. Of those~ the most evident is a 

very pronounced frequency dependence p the indication being that the 

frequency indfependent behaviour characteristic of single crystal 

material may apply only at frequencies greater than 10 Hz. Secondp it 

is apparent that the technique is sensitive enough to show differences 

due to differing heat treatments of the same starting powderp annealing 

type heat-treatment increases £ 9 and quench cooled treatment decrease 
p 

£ 9 with respect to the values for powders before heat-treatment. (It 
p 

should be noted that £ 9 is the permittivity of the powder as packed in 
p 

0 

the co-axial test capacitor~ direct comparison of the magnitude of £ p 

with £ 0 for single crystal material is not appropriate because 

information is not available here for the respective packing densities 

of the powders which, though constantp are unknoYn). 

The dielectric loss data is shoYn in Fig. 6. 7. Here again the 

frequency dependence of £n is very marked. The other important feature 
p 

is the very high values of loss9 these correspond to tan 5 s 1.2 at 100 

-2 4 Hz falling to tan 5 l:i 5 x 10 at 10 Hz l:fuich indicate losses in the 
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powder material some t~ or thr~® ord~rs of ~gnitud® great~r thm~ ~hose 

obtained in ~ingl~ crystalsp (tan ~ ~ 2 ~ 10~3 at 10 kH~). Th~ e~tent 

to Hhich those differences cam be attributed to i.nter~granulax- and 

surface-state effects remains to be elucidated. 

It was shown that one of the inrpurH:y phases of the COiWilerchll 

powdersp which could be positively identified by the magnetic and 

analytical studies described earlier p was iil8gnesio=ferritep Mg Fe.
2
o 

4
• 

This material can be obtained in pure po~der form from chemical 

suppliers p and an attempt was madep in collaboration with 

Mr.M.Akhtarazzamanp to detenaine the dielectric properties of 

magnesia-ferrite directly. The material is e~tremely lossy and hence a 

dielectric dilution technique was used 9 in ehich increasing amounts of 

I 
pure powder l-!ere added to major quantities of pure MgO powdeY. Each 

well-mixed powder was placed in turn in a cylindrical disc-shaped 

insulating holder to form a vvparallel=plate" capacitor whose properties 

could then be found using conventional a.c. bridge techniques. A range 

of mixed powders containing from 1% Mg Fe2o4 in MgO to 60% Mg Ye 2o4 in 

MgO were examined. The effect of increasing the magnesiofcrrite 

concentration on the permittivity is shown in Figure 6.8p from ~ich it 

appears that even small percentages of ferrite increase the permittivity 

vary considerably compared with that of the pure MgO. The corresponding 

dielectric loss data is given in Figure 6. 9 p where the high values of 

e::n are to be noted. A tentative comparison can be made with the 
p 

available data for pure MgO quoted in earlier sections. FoY pure MgO we 

~2 ~3 
may take e:: v to be about 10 and e::vv about 2 x 10 giving tan {) "' 2 x 10 

at 1 KHz. Thus it appears that the addition of quite small quantities 

of magnesioferrite to magnesia can increase the loss by as much as ~o 

orders of magnitude. It is also of note (Fig.6.10) that with the mixed 
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poBdeY0 theYe is £tlao a v~cy illa'il:'kll';d frequ~ney d~pendeYtcca giv:l'.ng veX"y 

high VBlues of €
9 at loB fYequenci~3. 

6,3 Suggestions for Future Work 

Further to aid the Ul.Snufacturers of lll2lgnesitm~ oxide it 'i:Joulcl be 

helpful to knoB illOre detail about the magnetic phases preseut. In this 

study it has been difficult to distinguish betBeen the va'l:'ious spinel 

structures. for example. betBeen Mg Fe2o
4 

and Mn Fe
2
o4 • from the results 

obtained from the techniques employed; the lattice paramete'i:'s of this 

group a'l:'e too similar to distinguish them uaing X-rays • and the other 

techniques cannot be used to identify phases. The use of techniques 

such as RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction). and 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) might be used to distinguish 

their similar lattice parameters. Electron microscopy might also be of 

use in deterroining the size of the pY'ecipitate particles formed in the 

iron doped magnesia samples. and perhaps to identify which if any of the 

commercial powders contained such a pyecipitate. This study could help 

to determine the diameters of the fusion at ehich the magnetic impurity 

was found in a less separable form. Failing that. it may be that the 

ESR spectYa of the two hrrites (i.e. Mg and M:n feYrite) aye 

sufficiently different to establish ~ich is the cause of the broad line 

feature seen in the commercial powders. R~eveY. to date. no source of 

pure Mn Fe 2o4 has been found. Thus a similar experiment to that for 

iron doped MgO could be repeated for Manganese doped MgO. 

Alternatively. those phases may be distinguishable by their Curie 

temperatures. To this end a sample containing magnetic impurity could be 

suspended between the poles of the Gouy magnetometer and the variation 

of force at the balance mth temperature plotted. As the ferri- or 

ferro~ magnetic reached its Curie point and became paramagnetic a 

disconUnuity 'i:Jould appear on the forcca v. temperatur~a plot. 

Nonetheless. the unambiguous interpretation of the asymmetric broad line 



featur~ ll!een in the 

it is the magnetic impurities that arte of priiilte ioportancte, or whtether thtere are 

non-magnetic impurities th~t are more harooful to the insulating 

properties of their pro&uct~. For the most part their product is for 

use in the domestic ma1rltet and therefore conductivity at SO Hz is of 

most interest. Tests at that frequency on pure MgO doped or mixed with 

various concentrations of the pure phases identified as impurities by 

the X-ray diffraction would meet that point. and might also assist in 

determining which of the magnetic phases was the most harmful. and in 

what fonn. so that heat-tt·eatm~mts could be designed specifically to 

reduce the amounts of those impurities. 

Similarly. the cotmilercial manufacturer is most interested in the 

conductivity of po~der. To date little or no systematic study of the 

effects of grain size distribution or of packing density on the 

electrical insulating properties of powders has been carried out. 

Finally the typical operating temperatures of a domestic heating 

element are 800°C at the centre dropping to be~een about 10 to 100°C at 

the outer surface. Again. conductivity measurements at these 

temperatures 't1ould be more pertinent. Other applications of magnesia 

products may involve different temperatures and frequencies. and it may 

be found that a different set of impurities become more relevant in each 

different environment. 
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In previous studies on single crystals of iron-doped 
magnesium oxide (Fe/MgO), in which the phenom
ena of clustering [I] and magnesia-ferrite form
ation [2] were examined, the main experimental 
data were derived from electron spin resonance 
measurements. The use of this technique followed 
the original interest in the interpretation of the 
apparent independence of the observed ESR 
linewidths on iron concentration [3, 4]. In the 

first examination of clustering effects (3] the 
electron spin resonance linewidths and integrated 
intensities of Fe 3

+ in cubic sites in as-grown single 

crystal Fe/MgO were measured at 9 GHz between 
293 and 90 K for iron concentrations ranging from 

100 to l2900ppm;it was found that very little of 
the iron was present in cubic sites'as isolated Fe 3+ 

ions, which suggested a degree of clustering into 
non-paramagnetic complexes even at extremely 
low concentrations. In the later work [2] a simi· 
lar range of iron-doped MgO single crystals were 

examined before and after heat treatment in oxy· 
gen in the temperature range 600 to 800° C. Before 

heat treatment the only magnetic resonance spec
trum seen was due to isolated Fe 3+ ions in cubic 
sites whilst electron diffraction revealed only MgO. 
However, after heat treatment, a strong anisotropic 
line was found which exhibited the characteristics 
of ferrimagnetic resonance and whose presence 
was coupled with the appearance in the electron 
diffraction pattern of a spinel pattern superimposed 
on that of the MgO. Analysis of the anistropy of the 
ferrimagnetic resonance line gave values of the 
room temperature magnetization, first anisotropy 
constant and Curie temperature which, in view of 
their close agreement with other published data 
[ 5, 6], suggested magnesia-ferrite formation even 
at very low iron concentration. The present work 
was undertaken to confirm the formation of 
magnesia-ferrite by direct measurements of sus
ceptibility. In this complementary means of exarn
ination it may be noted that both undoped MgO 

and Fe/MgO (in which the iron enters substi· 
tutionally as isolated Fe 3+ ions at cubic sites) will. 

both be paramagnetic and therefore have magnetic 
susceptibilities very low compared with that to be 
expected from the ferri1fiagnetic magnesia-ferrite. 
The formation of additional phases in heat treated 
magnesia is of relevance and importance in con
nection with permittivity and dielectric loss studies 
[7, 8] on this material which is widely used (in 
powder form) as an insulator in heating elements. 

In contrast to the previous studies (i.e. [1, 2]), 
in which all the measurements were made on doped 

single crystals, it was decided here to use material 
in powder form partly because this was more 
convenient for the Gouy magnetometer available 
and partly to enable a comparison with bulk single 
crystal material to be made. However, in order to 
preserve the benefit of having well characterized 
starting material, each specimen was prepared by 

grinding single crystal chippings of the same com
position and growth batch as the corresponding 
doped single crystal. The single crystal chippings, 
grown by electro-fusion by W & C Spicer Ltd. 
(Cheltenham). had iron concentrations ranging 
from 2300 ppm to 12 900 ppm as determined by 
atomic emission or X-ray fluorescent analysis. The 
measurements were made at room temperature 
using conventional Gouy balance techniques, i.e. 
the force (F) exerted on a volume susceptibility 

(xJ was derived from the relation 

F = hva(Hi -H1)(p,fp2) 

where HA and Hs refer to the field values at the 
ends of the specimen, a is the cross-sectional area 
of the specimen and p 1 and p 2 represent the 
packing density of the powder and the density of 
magnesium oxide, respectively. Corrections were 
made for the small susceptibility of the glass speci
men tube and the overall acuracy of the measure
ments was estimated to be about± 5%. The ageing 
heat treatment consisted of heating the powdered 
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heat treatment. 

specimens in oxygen at 800° C for su~:cessively 
longer periods of time; this heat treatment had 
been shown previously [2) to correspond to the 
conditions necessary for the fdrmation of the 
fcrrimagnetit: resonance line. The magnetic suscep
tibility was measured before heat treatment and at 
intervals during ageing; ageing times of up to four 
hours were used since preliminary experiments 
showed that there were no pronounced changes 
subsequently. 

The collected results for the iron-doped mag
nesia powders examined are shown in Fig. I in 
which th~ susceptibility is plotted as a function of 
ageing time for each level of iron concentration. In 
fig. I several points may be noted. Fur each speci
men. corresponding to a particular doping level, 
there is a marked increase in wsceptibility with 
time: the rate of increase is largest in the initial 
stages of ageing and subsequently decreases to zero 
so as to give a constant value of susceptibility after 
about 2 h ageing; this plateau region extends to the 
maximum ageing times used (about 4 h). Compari
son of the behaviour of the different specimens 
shows that the susceptibility values in the plateau 
regions increase successively with increasing iron 
concentration although the times taken for the 
various specimens to reach the plateau region are 
approximately constant. The data given in Fig. I 
provides direct evidetKe for the formation of a 
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lllgll-suscepuotmy magnellc pnase aner neat 
treatment and the occurrence of a plateau in each 
instance implies that all the available iron has been 
converted. The higher values of resultant suscepti
bility after ageing for the higher iron concen
trations are to be expected on the grounds that 
more iron is available for conversion. Examination 
of the data for the specimens in the "as-grown'' 
state, i.e. before ageing, also shows that whereas 
the susceptibility of the specimen with the lowest 
doping level (2300ppm Fe) is comparable with 
that of pure (undoped) MgO, there is a significant 
increase in initial susceptibility with concen
tration. Although even in the extreme case of the 
12 900 ppm Fe specimen this initial increase (to 
0.4 x I 03 JT- 2 M-3

) is still quite small in compari
son to the much greater increase (to 2.8 x 
I 03 JT- 2 M-3

) after 4 h ageing, this result provides 
confirmation of the deduction from magnetic 
resonance Fe 3

• spin-couni data [I] that in the 
as-grown crystals not all of the iron is in the Fe 3• 

state. 
The validity of a two-phase model for the 

system may be assessed by examining the variation 
of this resultant susceptibility with iron concen
tration in terms of the applicability of Weidemann's 
law. If one postulates a two phase system con
sisting of the pure MgO (or MgO containing Fe 3

• 

substituted as isolated ions at cubic sites) and a 
single magnetic phase, the magnesioferrite phase, 
the overall resultant susceptibility will be given 
by 

XT = cl XMgO + c2 XMagnesioferrite 

where cl and c2 are the respective weight fractions 

of the two phases. Here XMgO ~ XMagnesioferrite 

so to a good approximation the resultant suscepti
bility should vary linearly with iron concentration. 
When the equilibrium value data from Fig. I are 
used to show the variation of resultant suscepti
bility with iron concentration the plot of Fig. 2 
is obtained. Up to concentrations of 8300 ppm Fe 
a reasonable fit to a linear variation is obtained 
but it is noticeable that the points corresponding to 
the two higl1er concentrations depart considerably 
from the extrapolation of the line fitting the lower 
concentration data. This suggests the possibility of 
the breakdown of the two phase model and the 
occurrence of an additional magnetic phase at high 
doping levels. It is interesting to note also that the 
magnetic resonance data [2] showed that an 
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intermediate state characterized by a strong iso
tropic ESR line, exists as a precursor to the forma· 
tion or fully ferrimagnetic material and the present 
work suggests that the use of a combination of 
susceptibility and ESR measurements would be a 
fruitful method of making a more detailed exam· 
ination of the Fc/1\tgO system. 
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